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Abstract
In semiconductor manufacturing, a large amount (50 billion gallons for US
semiconductor fabrication plants in 2006) of ultrapure water (UPW) is used to rinse
wafers after wet chemical processing to remove ionic contaminants on surfaces. Of great
concern are the contaminants left in narrow (tens of nm), high-aspect-ratio (5:1 to 20:1)
features (trenches, vias, and contact holes). The International Technology Roadmap for
Semiconductors (ITRS) stipulates that ionic contaminant levels be reduced to below ~
1010 atoms/cm2. Understanding the bottlenecks in the rinsing process would enable
conservation of rinse water usage.
A comprehensive process model has been developed on the COMSOL platform to
predict the dynamics of rinsing of narrow structures on patterned SiO2 substrates initially
cleaned with NH4OH. The model considers the effect of various mass-transport
mechanisms, including convection and diffusion/dispersion, which occur simultaneously
with various surface phenomena, such as adsorption and desorption of impurities. The
influences of charged species in the bulk and on the surface, and their induced electric
field that affect both transport and surface interactions, have been addressed. Modeling
results show that the efficacy of rinsing is strongly influenced by the rate of desorption of
adsorbed contaminants, mass transfer of contaminants from the mouth of the feature to
the bulk liquid, and the trench aspect ratio.
Detection of the end point of rinsing is another way to conserve water used for
rinsing after wet processing. The applicability of electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy (EIS) to monitor rinsing of Si processed in HF with and without copper
contaminant was explored. In the first study, the effect of the nature of surface state (flat
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band, depletion, or accumulation) of silicon on rinsing rate was investigated. The
experimental results show that the state of silicon could affect rinsing kinetics through
modulation of ion adsorption. In the second study, silicon was intentionally contaminated
by spiking HF with copper ions, cleaned in dilute HCl and then rinsed, and the entire
process was followed by continuous impedance measurements. The measured impedance
values at different stages have been correlated to the nature of the silicon surface, as
characterized by scanning electron microscope (SEM) and inductively coupled plasma
mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) methods.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Explanation of the problem and its content
Integrated circuits (ICs) used to control electronic devices are made of billions of
transistors, capacitors, and insulators using different materials through semiconductor
manufacturing processes. In order to reduce the unit cost and enhance the performance
(speed) of ICs, the size of the transistor as well as other components is reduced to
maximize the number of transistors per IC and the number of ICs per wafer. In 1965,
Gordon Moore predicted that the number of transistors on a single IC would double every
year [1]; this is known as the so-called Moore’s law. In 1975 [2], Moore then modified
the doubling rate to be every two years, rather than every year. In June 2015, Intel, one
of the leading semiconductor manufacturing companies, stated that the microprocessor
built with Intel 14-nm logic Fin Field-Effect-Transistor (FinFET) technology contains a
billion or more transistors on each die [3]. Scaling of the minimum feature size is
extremely challenging and requires innovations in materials and manufacturing processes.
One of the critical issues is contamination generated from the manufacturing processes,
which can easily decrease the yield. For example, a 14-nm conductive contaminant can
short two metal lines in 14-nm technology node manufacturing.
In semiconductor manufacturing, contaminants generated on wafer surfaces
include particle (flake, slurry, crystal), metallic (Fe, Cu, Ni, Cr, etc.) and ionic (NH4+,
Na+, SO42-, Cl-, etc.) contamination, and organic residues (photoresist, post-etch residue,
additives) [4]. These contaminants can come from the processes of chemical mechanical
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planarization, photolithography, electroplating, dry and wet etch, physical and chemical
vapor deposition, and diffusion as well as chemical or precursor itself. These
contaminants have to be removed before the next processing step through different
mechanisms using wet methods, dry methods, or a combination of both, depending on the
composition and type of contaminant. In surface preparation, the wet chemical processing
remains a popular method to remove contaminants because of its high throughput and
relatively low cost compared to dry cleaning methods. Figure 1 shows the typical
sequences of wet cleaning steps in the cleaning of bare silicon in front-end-of-line (FEOL)
process and their operational conditions in immersion-type tools. The concentrations
shown in Figure 1 are in weight percent. In single wafer tool, the cleaning and rinsing
time are shorter (~ 1 minute) and the concentrations of the chemicals used are more dilute
compared to the conditions in immersion-type tools (~100-time dilution).

Figure 1. Typical sequences of wet cleaning steps in the cleaning of bare silicon in frontend-of-line (FEOL) process and their operational conditions in the immersion-type tools
[4]. The concentrations shown are in weight percent.
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The cleaning steps consist of sulfuric peroxide mixture (SPM), hydrofluoric acid
(HF), ammonia peroxide mixture (APM), and hydrochloric peroxide mixture (HPM). The
SPM or piranha solution that is prepared by mixing 96% w/w H2SO4 and 30% w/w H2O2
in a volume ratio of 2:1-4:1 at 120~150° C is primarily used to remove organic residues,
such as photoresist. The removal mechanism is the oxidation of organic contaminants to
form carboxyl compound, which is soluble in water, or even CO2 gas by strong oxidizing
agents in SPM. At the same time, a thin chemical oxide layer is grown on the substrate,
and the surface becomes hydrophilic. The ~1 nm chemical oxide [5] formed in the
piranha solution is removed by immersing it in 49% hydrofluoric (HF) acid diluted with
50 or 100 times with deionized water for 1 minute at room temperature. The etch rates of
thermally formed SiO2 in 50:1 and 100:1 dilute HF solution at 20°C are 6.5 nm and 4 nm
per minute, respectively [6]. APM consisting of 1 part of 29% w/w NH4OH, 1 part of
30% w/w H2O2, and 5 parts of deionized (DI) water by volume was developed by Kern [7]
to remove particles. The solution is typically heated at 75-80°C for 10 minutes to perform
cleaning. Particle removal occurs by the undercutting of substrate through repeating
cycles of silicon oxidation by H2O2 and oxide etch by NH4OH followed by prevention of
particle redeposition by electrostatic repulsion between the substrate surface (silicon
oxide) and particles (typically oxide) caused by alkaline APM solution. High particle
removal efficiency can be achieved by the addition of megasonic field because of the
thinning of the acoustic liquid boundary layer close to the surface of the wafer. HPM
consists of 1 part 37% w/w HCl, 1 part 30% w/w H2O2, and 5 parts DI water by volume
and operated at 75-80°C. The metallic contaminants, including metal ions, on the wafer
surfaces are oxidized and/or dissolved due to acidity of the solution.
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Each cleaning step mentioned above is followed by a DI water rinse to remove
contaminants dissolved, complexed, or suspended in the cleaning solution and the
cleaning solution itself. Therefore, the usage of DI water or ultrapure water (UPW) can
be a critical issue in high-volume manufacturing. In Figure 2, total UPW consumption for
all US fabrication plants is plotted as a function of calendar year. The UPW usage
increases steadily from 1998 to 2008 as the feature size decreases. In 2008, around 50
billion gallons of UPW was consumed, which is equivalent to 2 million gallons of UPW
per day. The requirement of massive amount of water not only increases the cost of
ownership but also cause issues in the area with limited water resources, such as Arizona.

Figure 2. Total ultrapure water (UPW) consumption as a function of calendar year for all
US fabs (Courtesy of Prof. Shadman).
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Most cleaning solutions are acids or bases that dissociate completely or partly,
leading to the formation of ionic species. Rinsing of ionic species from narrow and highaspect-ratio features made of SiO2, commonly used materials, can be a challenge because
the charges developed on SiO2 surfaces can slow down the diffusion process through
electrical migration. In addition, the surface concentration of mobile ions required by
International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS) is 1010 atoms per cm2 or
below [8], which is beyond the capability of the techniques used for characterization of
trench surfaces. Therefore, the objective of the present study is to develop a
comprehensive simulator for rinsing of the nanometer size, high aspect ratio features (for
example, 400 x 40 nm) on patterned wafers to estimate rinsing time that would lead to
clean surface while reducing water consumption. Dilute ammonium hydroxide solution
and SiO2 were selected as the cleaning solution and the trench material, respectively,
because of their wide applications. The model considers the speciation of cleaning
chemistry, adsorption and desorption of the species, and charge development at
solution/surface interface. The output is the surface concentration of NH4+ as a function
of rinsing time. Effects of the desorption rate constant, the mass transfer coefficient at the
opening of the trench, and trench sizes on rinsing dynamics were investigated.
Another key strategy to conserve water is to be able to detect the end point of
rinsing in real time. Current technology is based on the resistivity of bulk solution not on
the wafer surfaces. Therefore, the objective of the experimental study is to directly
monitor surface condition during the rinse process. One example is a blanket silicon
wafer (electrochemically active) contaminated with copper in copper spiked HF solution,
cleaned with deaerated HCl, and rinsed with deaerated DI water. Another example is
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rinsing of p or n type of silicon samples after processing in HF solution containing 0.1 M
H2SO4.

1.2 Literature review
Because a large amount of water is used in the rinsing steps of semiconductor
processing, simple concepts to achieve water reduction are reducing, reusing and
recycling. DeGenova and Shadman summarized the benefits and risks of reusing and
recycling post-processed ultrapure water used in a semiconductor processing facility [9].
Based on the fact that most post-processed water in semiconductor manufacturing is still
superior to the city feed water, part of the feed water can be replaced by this postprocessed water to generate ultrapure water for the wet processing steps. This recycling
of water comes with both benefits (extension of consumable life in the purification
system, less demand on municipal water supply, etc.) and risks (new chemical
interactions caused by recycling, etc.). Furthermore, not all post-processed water can be
recycled. For example, the water from photoresist strip hoods and organic chemical baths
may not be recyclable because it cannot be purified through standard separation
techniques. Reuse of water in other areas, such as cooling towers and non-process
applications, is another strategy to reduce water usage. However, corrosion could be an
issue. Additional treatment of water to increase alkalinity may be required.
The most direct method to save water is to reduce the water usage in rinsing steps
as long as the cleanliness of the wafer is not compromised. Therefore, optimization of the
rinse process was studied by many researchers, equipment makers, and integrated circuit
makers. The factors that can affect the rinsing efficiency include type of rinse tool, design
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of rinse tank, operational parameters, chemicals to be rinsed, wafer type, temperature of
rinse water, metrology, etc. In the following sections, the effects of these factors on
rinsing efficiency are reviewed.

1.2.1 Types of rinse tools
Several types of equipment have been developed by tool makers for rinsing
purposes. The equipment can be divided into three types: quick dump rinse (wet benches),
overflow rinse (wet benches), and spin/spray rinse (batch spray tools, single wafer tools,
and occasionally wet benches) [10].
Quick dump rinse (QDR) is typically used for batch processes. The wafers
transported by a robotic arm from the wet chemical tank are immersed in the rinse tank
that is filled with DI water from the side. When the rinse tank is full, the solution
containing chemical residues is dumped from the bottom of the tank to quickly (~5
seconds [11]) remove the contaminants. Then, the tank is re-filled with DI water. This
procedure can be repeated several times until the resistivity of the solution in the tank
reaches the value of the incoming DI water. This configuration is very effective in
removing viscous chemical residues, such as SPM or H3PO4, because it allows chemicals
to exit the tank quickly and generate large concentration gradients from the wafer surface
to the bulk to enhance the diffusion process [10 and 12].
Overflow rinsing (OFR) is performed in an immersion wet bench as well, but DI
water is introduced from the bottom of the tank and allowed to flow over at the top rim of
the tank, as shown in Figure 3. The wafers can be cleaned and rinsed in the same tank or
transported from the other wet benches and overflow rinsed. Because this design is not
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very effective in removing viscous chemicals, it is commonly used for rinsing dilute
chemistries, such as APM, HPM, and DHF. To accelerate the rinse process, nitrogen gas
can be purged into the tank to enhance the mixing [12]. One of the advantages of this
design is that the interface of air and liquid can be easily avoided between the HF
cleaning and the DI water rinsing, leading to a reduction in particle contamination on the
hydrophobic wafer [13].

Figure 3. Schematic of overflow tank [14].

Spin/spray rinsing can be done in a single wafer or a batch process. The cleaning
chemicals and DI water are dispensed sequentially on the spinning wafer. The centrifugal
force due to the high spinning speed produces a thin and rapid sheet of liquid across the
wafer surface. This causes the contaminants at 10 µm from the surface to be flushed
away quickly by the bulk liquid. The velocity of the liquid at 10 µm from the wafer
surface in a spray tool (500 RPM, flow rate of 1200 ml/min) is greater than 10
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cm/seconds at 2 cm from the wafer center, while the velocity at 100 µm from the wafer
surface in the overflow bench is only 0.1 cm/seconds [15-16]. Other advantages of
spin/spray rinsing include smaller foot print and lower water consumption compared to
OFR and QDR [15]. For a 200 mm wafer, 0.75 liters of water is consumed in a rinsing
step using spin rinse method, 20 times less than the immersion tools (OFR and QDR)
[15].

1.2.2 Operational parameters of rinsing
1.2.2.1 Carryover layer
When the hydrophilic wafers are transported from the chemical tank to the rinse
tank, thin layers of chemical residue left on the wafer surface are carried to the rinse tank.
The thickness of the carryover layer directly determines how much chemical residue must
be rinsed and depends on extraction rate. The thickness of the carryover layer can be
calculated using the equation below [17-18].

2

h  0.0007 V 3

(1)

where h is the carryover film thickness (µm), and V is the extraction velocity (m/s) of the
wafers from the liquid solution to be rinsed. An example of the carryover layer thickness
vs. the extraction rate of the hydrophilic wafer from DI water at 20°C is shown in Figure
4. The thickness of the carryover layer is in the range of 50-100 µm for the highthroughput automated tool, which transfers the wafers at 20-60 cm/s [19]. The carryover
layer can be either three times thicker if the more viscous chemical, such as SPM, is used,
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or 50% thinner, if hot water is used. The hydrophobic wafer has a negligible carryover
layer. However, if the patterned wafers consist of a hydrophobic material on top of a
hydrophilic material (for example, Si on SiO2), the aqueous chemical can be blocked by
the hydrophobic material area during the transfer process [17-19].

Figure 4. Chemical carryover layer thickness vs extraction rate from DI water [18].

1.2.2.2 Design of the tank
The geometry and configuration of the tank can be critical factors that affect
rinsing efficiency. Once the contaminants desorb and diffuse to the bulk solution, fluid
dynamics of the water determined by the tank design is the dominant mechanism in
contaminant removal. The design must allow fast replacement of the fluid near the wafer
surface to enhance the diffusion process.
The effect of tank volume on rinsing time was studied by Chiarello et al. using the
continuous stirred tank reactor (CSTR) model (simulation method) [20]. They found that
the when the size of the tank is reduced by 50%, the time required to reach the same
conductivity of solution is roughly 33% shorter. Therefore, reducing the volume of the
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rinse tank can achieve by reducing the rinse time and water usage at the given flow rate
(0.5-10 gallons per minute).
A new rinsing process based on simulation results was proposed by Raccurt et al.
to improve rinsing efficiency [21]. This simulation, done in two- and three-dimensional,
includes the effect of ion desorption and diffusion using simulation software, TRIO
(finite element). The new rinse process, conducted in a so-called circle steam rinser
(CSR), requires the combination of piston flow and internal top-to-bottom recycling steps.
Figure 5 shows the schematic of piston flow and recirculation in the CSR.

Figure 5. Schematic of (a) piston flow, and (b) recirculation in CSR [21].

The procedures of the proposed rinse process are as follows. The wafers
transported from chemical baths of known concentration with a carryover layer are
immersed in the CSR. The water in the CSR is then recirculated from top to bottom
through the wafers, as indicated in Figure 5(b), to enhance the mixing in the tank. When
the concentration of contaminants measured at the tank reaches 1/5 of the concentration
of the carryover layer, the water in the tank is displaced by fresh water through piston
flow from the bottom of the tank. Figure 6 shows the simulation result of the rinse
process, which consists of successive recirculations and piston purges. The piston flow
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represents 80% less of the total rinsing time compared to the same theoretical rinsing
efficiency. The effect of top-to-bottom flow is favorable, as demonstrated in ref. 22 and
23, because the flow and gravity forces are in the same direction.

Figure 6. Simulation results of CSR rinsing. R: Recirculation, P: Piston (25 wafers, tank
volume: 15.4 liters, carry-over layer: 47 ml for wafers and 23 ml for carrier) [21].

In an experimental study, Raccurt et al. conducted rinsing of SC-2 and SPM using
different rinse methods, including CSR, over flow, and quick dump rinse (QDR). Figure
7 shows the experimental results of rinsing SC-2 (1 HCl : 1 H2O2 : 5 H2O) using the over
flow tank or CSR. The resistivity of the solution in the tank was monitored during the
rinse process. It can be seen that conventional over flow rinsing consumes more than
45% of the water in order to reach the same resistivity (8 Mohm-cm) compared to the
CSR.
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Figure 7. Experimental results of rinsing dynamics of HCl (1:1:5) using CSR or overflow
rinse [21].

Rinsing of SPM (H2SO4 : H2O2 = 3 : 1) from 25 silicon wafers is performed in the CSR,
over flow, or QDR. The wafers were dried by a single spin dryer, and the surface
concentration of sulfur on the wafer surface was analyzed by TXRF. The results of the
surface contaminant level and water usage are shown in Figure 8. The rinsing
performances of three types of rinsers are almost identical; however, the DI water
consumed by QDR (262.5 L) or the over flow (370.5 L) is 2-3 times more than that of the
CSR (131.8 L). This proves that the CSR has the potential to replace conventional rinsers
to achieve water conservation and reduction of cost of ownership (COO).
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Figure 8. Surface concentration of sulfur after SPM treatment and DI water rinsing using
three different rinsers. (LLD: lower limits of detection) [21].

1.2.2.3 Flow control
Increasing the water flow rate seems an intuitive and easy solution to save rinsing
time, because a higher flow rate leads to a thinner boundary layer and, thus, a shorter
diffusion path. The effect of the rinse water flow rate on water consumption is
demonstrated in Figure 9. Unfortunately, in order to reach the same degree of cleanliness,
more water is consumed for the higher flow rate than for the lower flow rate. This
indicates that water consumption increases faster than the rinsing efficiency [21]. The
authors explained that the diffusion process of contaminants from wafer surface to the
bulk liquid is the rate-limiting step.
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Figure 9. Effect of water flow rate on rinse water consumption per 50 200-mm wafers
(numerical results) [21].

The number of dump rinse cycles after the buffer oxide etch (BOE) and the
piranha clean, respectively, were optimized by Cook using a resistivity meter in the tank
to achieve reduction of water usage and processing time [24]. The experiments were done
by immersing 25 or 50 wafers from cleaning chemicals to rinse the tank, followed by a
specific number of dump rinse cycles and an overflow rinse. The rinse was considered
complete when the resistivity of the water reached 10 Mohm-cm measured by the
resistivity meter. Because the flow rate of the water was set constant throughout the
experiments, the water usage can be calculated with the time spent on rinsing. Figure 10
shows the time to reach 10 Mohm-cm as a function of the number of dump rinse cycles
for rinsing 15:1:4 (NH4F : H2O : HF) buffer oxide etchant (BOE). Obviously, two cycles
of dump rinsing is the optimal recipe. Two competing factors that can affect rinsing time
are effectiveness of each dump cycle and the time required to physically perform a dump
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rinse. The effectiveness of the dump rinse cycle is demonstrated from 0-2 cycles of dump
rinsing. For the experiments with more than two dump cycles, extra processing time was
spent on the time to perform dump cycles. The results show that up to 40% of the water
can be saved compared to their original nine dump rinse cycles. Optimization of the rinse
process not only conserves water and time, it can potentially eliminate the issue caused
by over rinsing, such as the growth of native oxide [25-28]. The optimal number of dump
rinse cycles for rinsing of piranha cleaning chemistry is 3. This can be explained by the
fact that the viscosity of the piranha is higher than that of BOE.

Figure 10. Time to reach 10 Mohm-cm as a function of the number of dump rinse cycles
for rinsing 15:1:4 (NH4F : H2O : HF) buffer oxide etchant (BOE). 30 and 60 are the DI
water fill time between dumps; F is the full cassette of wafers; and E is empty [24].

The effects of wafer spacing and water pulsing on the efficiency of wafer rinsing
were studied by Roche et al. [29]. The oxide wafers after HF cleaning (10:1, 30 seconds)
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were transferred robotically to the rinse tank and rinsed in over flow manner. The
resistivity measurement of solution taken from the tank was converted to conductivity to
calculate the concentration of HF in the solution. Figure 11 shows the calculated HF
concentration in log scale as a function of cumulative DI water volume used for two
different wafer spacing. The 25 wafers were loaded into a 50-wafer boat in every other
space to represent the case of wider spacing compared to a fully loaded cassette (50
wafers). The intercept shown in this figure reflects the amount of chemical carried by the
wafers from the HF tank. Therefore, it is not surprising that the intercept of the 25 wafers
is lower than that of the 50 wafers because of the lower volume of the carryover layer
brought by the 25 wafers. On the other hand, the slope of the data shows the cleaning
speed for different wafer spacing. The results indicate that the wider spacing which
allows more water to pass through did not obtain higher rinsing rates compared to the
closer spacing. This finding contradicts the conclusion made by Kempka et al. [14]

Figure 11. Effect of wafer spacing on rinsing efficiency. (free of chemical is at about -2.0
for Log Mg. HF. Mg is milligram) [29].
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The pulsing experiments were performed by repetitions of 15 seconds on (rinsing)
followed by 15 seconds off (no rinse, flow rate is zero) during rinsing. Figure 12 displays
the effect of pulsing on the rinsing efficiency [29]. The results show that the slope of
constant flow and pulsing are almost identical and, thus, indicates that 50% of the water
can be saved in the pulsing mode. The cleanliness of the wafers after rinsing was
analyzed by TOFSIMS, and no difference was observed.

Figure 12. Effect of pulsing (15 seconds on and 15 seconds off) on rinsing efficiency.
(Free of chemical is at about -2.0 for Log Mg. HF. Mg is milligram) [29].

The dump rinse process after the SPM treatment was optimized by Chiarello et al. using
the conductivity meter in the tank [20]. The parameters include the draining time and
flow rate during fills between dumps. The flow rates as a function of time in the single
standard QDR and optimized QDR processes are shown in Figure 13, respectively. In the
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standard QDR process, the flow rate is kept constant at 10 gpm, and the drain time is 3
seconds. In the optimized process, the drain time is extended to 9 seconds, and a much
lower flow rate was applied in order to completely drain the solution. This optimized
process consumes 5 minutes and 75 liters of water compared to 16 minutes and 600 liters
of water used in the standard process. The analysis of light point defect (LPD) and TXRF
did not show the increase of defect counts in the optimized process compared to the
standard process. The results indicate that completely draining the solution is the key in
QDR to achieve high rinsing efficiency.

Figure 13. Flow rate vs. time of (a) the standard QDR and (b) the optimized QDR for
rinsing of 4 H2SO4 : 1 H2O SPM [20].

1.2.2.4 Rinse water temperature
Rinsing of the viscous sulfuric acid solution can be a challenge. The sulfate ions
can remain on the wafer surface even after rinsing with a copious amount of water. The
surface analysis shows that particle density is low immediately after the drying process
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[30]. However, sulfate ions start to react with moisture in the cleanroom and form
particles [30], even though the particles are water soluble and easily rinsed off. It is
impractical to allow the particles to grow in the semiconductor manufacturing
environment. Hot DI water can be used to improve rinse efficacy of wafers cleaned with
sulfuric acid. The results of the hot and cold DI rinses with and without megasonic power
are shown in Figure 14 [19]. The title, rinse temperature vs. resistivity, inside Figure 14 is
misleading because no resistivity data is shown. Particle counts after the hot DI water
rinse were found to be low even after two days of storage, regardless of megasonic power.
The lowest particle counts were found to be rinsing with 60-70° C DI water.

Figure 14. Effect of rinse water temperature on rinsing performance [19].

The rinse time can be optimized by increasing the water flow rate and spin speed
(if in spin tool), because rapid removal of the bulk solution maintains a large
concentration gradient from the wafer surface to the bulk. A further increase in spin
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speed and flow rate results in insignificant improvement and only a waste of energy and
resources [31]. Under this condition, hot DI water rinsing can be applied to significantly
accelerate the diffusion process of contaminants in the boundary layer and achieve a
faster cleaning rate. A factor of 10 improvement may be expected by increasing the
temperature of water from room temperature to 95°C [12].
The effect of rinse water temperature on rinsing time was investigated by Dhane
et al. using a single wafer spin rinse tool [32]. Impedance data was analyzed using a rinse
model to calculate surface concentration of contaminants (NH4+). Three recipes obtained
from ref. 33 were used:
(1) Rinse water was kept constant at 32° C
(2) Rinse water was kept at 32°C for 60 seconds followed by 50°C water rinsing
(3) Rinse water was kept at 50°C for 30 seconds followed by 32°C water rinsing
Figure 15 shows the results of calculated surface concentration of contaminant (NH4+) as
a function of rinsing time for three different recipes. The advantage of using the hot DI
water rinse is demonstrated by the slope of the line shown in Figure 15. In order to
achieve target cleanliness of 10-8 mol/m2 surface concentration, recipes 2 and 3 save 80
and 100 seconds of processing time, respectively, compared to recipe 1. Therefore,
processing time and water usage can be conserved by slightly increasing the rinse water
temperature from 32 to 50°C.
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Figure 15. Effect of temperature of rinse water on rinsing time for post APM (1:1:5)
rinsing [32].

1.2.3 Types of wafer
The effects of wafer types and the contact angle of water on wafer on rinsing of
SPM mixtures were studied by Clews et al. [30]. The experiments were performed using
6-inch n-Si(100) and wafers coated with 10 nm oxide. The contact angles of water on the
oxide wafers (thermally grown) were modified by either (1) SC-1 clean, (2) SC-2 clean,
(3) SC-1 followed by SC-2, (4) 1 second DHF dip to etch 0.8 nm oxide, or (5) no
treatment. To vary the contact angle, bare silicon wafers were exposed to either (1) SC-1
clean, (2) HF followed by SC-2, or (3) SC-1 followed by SC-2. All wafers were then
contaminated by SPM (5 H2SO4 : 1 H2O2) at 90°C for 10 minutes and followed by a
thorough DI water rinse in the QDR tank. Residual sulfur contamination, along with the
contact angle before SPM treatment, is shown in Figure 16. The no-treatment and SC-2
cleaned oxide wafers have significantly lower sulfur contaminants on surfaces analyzed
by TXRF. Unlike other wafers, these two wafers were found to be more hydrophobic
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prior to SPM treatment. The results also indicate that the contact angle of water on the
bare silicon wafer does not affect the rinsing performance of the SPM cleaned wafer.

Figure 16. Effect of surface concentration of sulfur (after rinsing) on chemical treatments
prior to SPM cleaning. (a) SiO2 HF, (b) SiO2 SC-1, (c) SiO2 SC-2, (d) SiO2 SC-1+SC-2,
(e)SiO2 no treatment, (f) Si SC-1, (g) Si SC-2, and (h) Si SC-1+SC-2 [30].

1.2.4 Rinsing in a megasonic field
During conventional rinsing in the overflow tank, the typical speed of water is of
the order of 1 cm/s [12], and the average boundary layer thickness (δ) of a 6-inch wafer
can be calculated to be 2600 µm using the equation below.
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where L is wafer diameter (m), U is water velocity (m·s-1), and ν is kinematic viscosity
(m2·s-1). The thickness of the boundary layer can be reduced to around 300 µm in the case
of strong stirring, such as nitrogen bubbling. With the help of the sonication, the
boundary layer thickness (δS) can be reduced to 3 µm and 0.6 µm at frequency of 40 kHz
and 1 MHz, respectively [12]. The boundary layer thickness in the presence of sonic field
can be calculated using Eq. 3 [12].

S 




(3)

Where η is the dynamic viscosity of liquid (N·s·m-2), ρ is liquid density (kg·m-3).
Reduction of the boundary layer thickness because of the microstreaming provided by the
stable bubbles shortens the diffusion path of the contaminants, leading to a faster cleaning
rate.
Megasonic rinsing was found to increase rinsing efficiency because additional
convection was provided [17]. Figure 17 shows the effect of the megasonic field on
rinsing of viscous chemical SPM. The data clearly shows that the megasonic field
accelerates the rinsing process. However, it does not help in rinsing dilute SC1 chemistry
[19].
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Figure 17. Rinsing of SPM with and without the megaosnic field [19].

The use of the megasonic field in the rinsing of ionic contaminants from the
blanket oxide wafers was investigated by Lin et al. using physical modeling methods [3436]. The two-dimensional numerical method was developed to include the effect of
convection, diffusion, and surface reaction in the rinse process carried out in the
immersion type megasonic tank (Figure 18). In this figure, the transducer located at the
bottom of the tank generates pressure waves to clean a perpendicular oxide wafer. Two
different rinse processes, stagnant bath and megasonic rinse with no overflow, were
studied and compared for the removal of ionic species K+ and Cl-. The rinse water was
assumed to be incompressible and Newtonian. The governing equations solved in the
modeling software (GENFLO) are continuity equation, Navier-Stokes equations, and
Nernst Planck’s equations, as shown below:
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where u and v are the velocity normal and parallel to the wafer surface respectively, p is
pressure, ρ is the density of the bulk solution, and µ is the absolute viscosity of the bulk
solution.
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where Ci, mi, ρi, and D are the molar concentration, mass fraction, density, and diffusion
coefficient of species i, respectively, mw and ρw are the mass fraction and density of water,
respectively, and t is time. The authors mentioned in the abstract that the surface reaction
was considered in the model but did not release any other information in the form of
equation. A pulsating flow was given as a boundary condition to account for megasonic
agitation. The boundary conditions of stagnant bath (Eq. 10-11) and pulsating flow (Eq.
12-13), respectively, are shown below.
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Stagnant bath:

u0

(10)

v0

(11)

u0

(12)

v  Vx  V p 1 sin 2ft 

(13)

Pulsating flow:

where Vx is the steady component of the velocity, Vp is the magnitude of the pulsating
component of the velocity, and f is frequency of the pulsating flow.

Figure 18. Geometry of the megasonic tank for modeling [34-36].
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The experimental portion of the studies was conducted by Gale [34-35 and 37].
Contamination and cleaning (rinsing) processes were done in class 10 cleanroom. 125mm p-Si(100) wafers were contaminated by immersion in a saturated KCl solution for 3
seconds and then spun dry. The contaminated wafers were then immersed in the tank
filled with 25°C DI water in the absence or presence of the megasonic field (360 kHz,
250 W). The surface contaminant level after rinsing was analyzed by TXRF with the
detection limit of 1011 atom/cm2. Figure 19 shows the experimental and numerical results
of the surface concentration of potassium as a function of rinsing time with and without
the megasonic field. Faster removal of potassium contaminants is observed for rinsing
with the megasonic field in both the modeling and the experiment work. This is because
the pulsating flow enhances the mass transport at the region close to the wafer surface
compared to the stagnant condition (no-flow). It can be seen that both results predicted by
simulation are consistent with the experimental results for the first 40 seconds. The
discrepancy in data after 40 seconds was explained as follows. In the case of stagnant
bath, more water is present in the actual tank compared to the modeling, which allows
more contaminants to diffuse in and leads to an underestimation of cleaning speed. For
the megasonic cleaning, the discrepancy is due to the two-dimensional modeling for the
actual three-dimensional tank. The transducer length in two-dimensional modeling is
assumed to be infinite compared to the actual case, resulting in better mass transfer
enhancement per wafer and, thus, an overestimation of the cleaning rate.
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Figure 19. Numerical and experimental results of surface concentration of potassium
contaminants as a function of rinsing time in the stagnant or megasonic cleaning
processes [35-36].

The simulation was also done for the effect of megasonic frequency on rinsing efficiency
for high-aspect-ratio patterned wafers. The same governing equations (Eq. 4-7) were used,
while boundary conditions were adjusted as shown below.
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where Us is the steady component of the velocity, Up is the pulsating component of the
velocity, T is the period of the oscillating flow (T = 1/frequency), and t is rinsing time.
The liquid flow was set as parallel to the wafer surface as shown in Figure 20.

Figure 20. Schematic of trench with parallel flow of liquid used in simulation [34].

Figure 21 shows the average concentration of potassium ions remaining in the
trench (not on the surface) as a function of rinsing time for two different aspect ratio
trenches (1:1 vs. 5:1) with or without oscillating flow. The widths of the trenches were
kept at 1 mm in all cases, and frequency of the oscillating flow is 20 kHz. It is not
surprising that the higher aspect ratio leads to a longer cleaning time and that the
oscillating flow assists in the removal of contaminants.
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Figure 21. Removal rate as a function of rinsing time for different aspect ratio trenches
with and without oscillating flow (simulation results) [34].

The vortex observed in rinsing a 1:1 aspect ratio trench with oscillating flow is
shown in Figure 22. This phenomenon was found to enhance the transport of ionic
species inside the feature. In the 5:1 aspect ratio trench, more than one vortex was
observed. To further investigate the mixing provided by the oscillating flow, several
parameters were varied to find the maximum mixing condition of rinsing the patterned
wafers. The studies show that the maximum mixing depends on the Strouhal number
St=Wf/Up, where W is the width of the trench. A St value of 0.133 was found to be the
optimal condition for rinsing the 1 mm and the 100 µm wide trenches with either aspect
ratio of 1:1 or 5:1. For example, a 1 mm wide trench with an aspect ratio of 5:1 reaches
92% cleaning efficiency compared to less than 55% at other Strouhal numbers. However,
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the optimal Strouhal number (St=0.133) does not work well for the trench smaller than 1
µm. This is because diffusion dominates the mass transport mechanism in submicron
trenches and higher frequency of oscillating flow enhances the cleaning rate.

Figure 22. Vortex in a 1:1 trench (No information for trench dimension) [35].

1.2.5 Metrology of rinsing
The efficacy of contaminant removal can be monitored either in real time during
the process, characterized at the end of the process, or a combination of both. Because the
chemicals used in wet processes contain conductive ionic species, conductivity of the
solution is typically monitored during the rinse and used as the indicator to represent
cleanliness of the wafers. When the conductivity of solution measured in the tank reaches
the incoming DI water, the rinse process is considered complete. The resistivity of DI
water is 18.2 Mohm-cm calculated from the concentration of H+ and OH- in pure water.
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However, this technique can cause incorrect decision in end point for the species strongly
adsorbed on wafer surfaces because, towards the end of rinsing, almost no species desorb
and contribute to solution conductivity. Therefore, the surface analysis technique, such as
TXRF and SIMS, is required to inspect contaminant content on wafer surfaces and to
evaluate the efficacy of the rinse recipe.
As mentioned in Section 1.2.2.2, the fluid dynamics in the tank are very nonuniform between wafer-wafer and wafer-tank. Therefore, Lindquist et al. developed the
wafer gap conductivity cell (Figure 23) to monitor the flow condition between wafers
during the rinse [38]. The cell was fabricated using two 200 mm wafers coated with 2 µm
Cr followed by 20 µm Au as electrodes separated by a 5.7 mm thick PTFE spacer and
connected to an AC (alternating current) conductivity controller. Ionic solutions with
known concentrations were used for calibration. The geometries of the tank and
parameters to control the flow were evaluated using this wafer gap cell for removal of
several cleaning chemistries (NaCl, HF, SC-1, SC-2, and SPM). Although the progress
was made from monitoring the whole tank to the wafer gap, this method is limited to the
blanket wafer.
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Figure 23. Schematic of wafer gap cell in cassette loaded with 50 wafers [38].

The so-called electrochemical residues sensor (ECRS) was developed by
Shadman et al. at the University of Arizona to study the rinsing of narrow and highaspect-ratio trenches on patterned wafer [31-32 and 39-43]. The ECRS is a device that
monitors the removal of ionic species in real time and in-situ based on the impedance
measured through two embedded electrodes located close to the bottom of the structure.
Figure 24 shows the cross section of the ECRS and the superposed electrical equivalent
circuit. The embedded electrodes and the trench were made of n-type poly-Si and SiO2,
respectively. Using the equivalent circuit shown in Figure 24, a frequency of 1000 Hz
was selected and used to measure real time impedance that is dominated by solution
resistance inside the deep trench (Rtrench) [39]. Therefore, once the contaminants desorb
from the trench surface, the change of Rtrench will be detected by the ECRS.
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Figure 24. Electrical equivalent circuit and cross section of the ECRS taken by SEM [39].

As a case study, the rinsing of dilute sulfuric acid from oxide wafers was
monitored using both the ECRS and a resistivity meter. The schematic of the
experimental set up is shown in Figure 25. The ECRS was immersed with other wafers
held by a cassette and the resistivity meter was placed at the exit of the overflow tank.
The surface concentration of sulfate ions calculated from impedance data (ECRS) and
data of resistivity meter, respectively, using a rinse model were compared during the
rinse process, as shown in Figure 26. The starting surface concentrations of sulfate ions
obtained from both techniques (ECRS and resistivity meter) are the same; however, the
decrease in sulfate concentration on surface obtained from the ECRS is slower compared
to the resistivity meter. This indicates that the removal of contaminants from the narrow
structure is slower, and this behavior can only captured by the ECRS, rather than the
conventional resistivity meter.
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Figure 25. Experimental setup of rinsing experiment monitored by the ECRS and a
resistivity meter [40].

Figure 26. Sulfate concentration as a function of rinsing time measured by the ECRS and
a resistivity meter [40].

Although the techniques based on resistivity are simple and relatively inexpensive,
they provide limited information of contaminants on the wafer surface. Surface
characterization is always the direct method to evaluate rinsing performance.
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Conventional techniques to examine contamination on the wafer surface are TXRF and
ICP-MS, but these are limited to the flat surfaces not trenches. The method that can be
used to analyze the trenches is field emission Auger electron spectroscopy (FE-AES) but
its sensitivity is 1014 atoms/cm2, which is not enough for the contaminant requirement set
by ITRS, 1010 atoms/cm2 or less.
A method based on atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS) to quantify
contamination in high aspect ratio SiO2 trenches was developed by Aoki et al. [44]. The
procedures are as follows. Two types of SiO2 structures were prepared, blanket wafer and
patterned wafer (0.1 µm × 1 µm). Both structures were intentionally deposited with Fe
contaminants in an APM solution and followed by 10 minutes of SPM cleaning (5:1,
100°C) and DI water rinse, as shown in Figure 27. Dilute HF used to completely etch
SiO2 film was collected and characterized by AAS. The Fe contamination inside the
trenches can be calculated using the calculation below.
The total amount of Fe contamination on sample A (patterned wafer) is
A = the amount of Fe remaining on SiO2 (film surface + hole-side-walls + hole-bottoms)
+ the amount of Fe in SiO2 film
The total amount of Fe contamination on sample B (blanket wafer) is
B = the amount of Fe remaining on SiO2 (film surface) + the amount of Fe in SiO2 film.
Therefore, the amount of Fe in the trenches (hole-side-wall + hole-bottoms) can be
calculated as
C = A – [B × (1 – hole area ratio on the sample (A) surface]
The results show that Fe contaminations in 0.1 and 0.2 micrometer wide trenches (sidewall + hole-bottoms) with an aspect ratio of 10 are 2.8 × 1011 and 5.1 × 1010 atoms/cm2
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respectively. Figure 28 compares Fe concentrations in 0.1 and 0.2 micrometer wide
trenches as well as on the film surface. Although this is a destructive method for
evaluating rinsing performance and, thus, not practical in high volume manufacturing
processes, it will be a good candidate for university level research.

Figure 27. Method for quantitative analysis of metallic contamination inside submicron
structures. Fe contamination in holes is shown as an example [44].
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Figure 28. Fe contamination in features and on surface [44].

Similarly, Aoki et al. applied thermal desorption spectroscopy (TDS) to analyze
ionic contamination after DI water rinsing using blanket and patterned wafers [44]. Both
types of wafers were treated with SPM and rinsed by DI water. By heating up the wafers,
the ionic contamination, SOx species, can be analyzed by TDS. The SOx species
remaining in trenches or on surfaces will desorb regardless of the surface structure.
Similar calculations can be carried out to obtain contamination level. Figure 29 shows the
effect of SPM temperature on the SOx species intensity characterized by TDS for either
for blanket or patterned SiO2 wafer. The lower the SPM temperature, the higher the SOx
contamination, especially for the patterned wafer.
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Figure 29. Effect of SPM temperature on SOx species intensity for blanket and patterned
wafers [44].

1.2.6 Comprehensive simulator
There are many researchers attempting to simulate the rinse process [12, 31-32,
39-43, and 45]. Some of them modeled diffusion of contaminants only in the boundary
layer [46], while some models only have fluid dynamics [14]. Nakao et al. include the
effects of both diffusion and fluid dynamics in their model of rinsing HF from deep
trenches (4µm deep, 0.5 µm wide) [47]. At the beginning, they simulated the rinse
process with only the effect of convection, and no diffusion. The profile of the trench
predicted by the model was found to be very non-uniform. This is due to the fact that the
flows at the top and bottom of the trench are 3-4 orders larger, resulting in non-uniform
concentration and etch rate. However, the geometry of the trench obtained from
simulation results with no diffusion effect is contrary to the experimental result, which
yields vertical trenches. In the model with both effects of flow and diffusion, the HF
etchant quickly diffuses out from the trench in less than 6 seconds, leading to the
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formation of vertical trenches. This indicates that the diffusion effect is a dominant factor
during the rinsing of deep trenches and cannot be neglected [47]. Although the simulators
that other researchers developed had achieved some progress in process optimization,
none of them included all of the mechanisms. Incorporating all mechanisms and rigorous
solutions is important and required to simulate the rinsing of nanometer-sized features on
patterned wafers.
The comprehensive process simulator was developed by Shadman et al. to (1)
correlate the electrical impedance measured by the ECRS to the concentration profile of
the residual impurities left in the structures, and (2) study the mechanism of the rinse
process and provide methods for rinse optimization [40]. In the case of the rinsing of
sulfuric acid from fused silica trench materials, the model of the process simulator took
into account the following mechanisms:
(1) Chemical reaction both in liquid and liquid/solid interface
(2) Diffusion, convection, and migration in liquid phase
(3) Charge effect developed on fused silica surfaces
(4) Adsorption and desorption of impurities from material surfaces
All governing equations and boundary conditions of the model used in the process
simulator can be found in [40]. From the simulation results, the concentration of the ionic
species in the trench is known; hence, the relation of current and voltage is shown below

J   b  V   zi  i  ci   V

(16)
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where J is current density, zi is valence of ion, λi is ion molar conductivity, ci is
concentration of ion, and V is the potential between two electrodes located at the bottom
of the ECRS. Once the potential between two electrodes used in the ECRS experimental
study is known, electrical impedance can be calculated using this simulator and compared
to experimental impedance data. This useful technique allows researchers to extract
unknown parameters and study rinsing to optimize the process. However, one of the
shortcomings is that this simulator was developed for micrometer-sized features. In order
to study the rinsing of nanometer-sized features, the rigorous solution to the Poisson
equation is very important to the electrical double layer developed close to the trench
surface. This is covered in the present study.

1.2.7 Other issues related to rinsing
1.2.7.1 Etch uniformity
Parry studied the etch uniformity of thermal oxide wafers as the result of the
transfer process from BOE bath to rinse bath [48]. During the transfer, the chemical
residue brought by the wafer can be non-uniform, such as small droplets, or uniform,
such as a carryover layer. The key factors that affect the volume and form of the chemical
residue are gravitational, viscous, and surface tension forces. The viscous force (shear
force) is in the opposite direction to the gravitational and surface tension forces. Because
the carryover layer is typically small, the gravitational force is much smaller than the
surface tension force. The more uniform carryover layer can be obtained with a slower
extraction rate because of the balance between the viscous and surface tension forces,
while a faster extraction rate leads to a strong viscous force, thus, varying the thickness of
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the carryover layer. A series of design of experiments (DOE) was conducted to determine
the optimal recipe to improve wafer uniformity. The results show that a slow extraction
rate of 1 cm/s from BOE bath and a 5.1 cm/s insertion rate to the rinse tank improve the
50% standard deviation of non-uniformity compared to their original recipe.

1.2.7.2 Pattern collapse
DI water is the typical rinse fluid to follow the cleaning steps. However, its
property, namely, surface tension, can lead to pattern collapse, especially the one with
high aspect ratio features. Pattern collapse can be divided into two types: deformation and
peeling [49]. “Deformation”, shown in Figure 30(a)-(c), is related to rigidity or strength
of the photoresist. “Peeling” is related to the adhesion force between the photoresist and
substrate, as shown in Figure 30(d). Figure 30(e) displays the combined effect of the two.
The candidates for causing this problem are surface tension of the rinse fluid, centrifugal
force, and the flow of the rinse fluid [49]. Because the pattern collapse is not in one
direction, the centrifugal force and flow of the rinse fluid can be eliminated. Therefore,
the cohesive force cause by surface tension is the main reason for pattern collapse. The
equations to calculate surface tension are shown below [49].
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where F is peeling force, P is pressure, A is the aspect ratio of the resist pattern, σ is the
surface tension of the rinse fluid, R is the radius of curvature of the rinse fluid as shown
in Figure 31, d is the space width of the feature, and θ is the contact angle. For the line
width of 0.2 µm, the spacing of 0.2 µm, and thickness of 1 µm, the peeling force is
calculated to be 3.5 × 107 dyn/cm2, which is larger than the adhesion strength of the
photoresist (107 dyn/cm2), and, thus, enough to cause pattern collapse. To avoid pattern
collapse, replace the DI water with a low surface tension liquid in the rinsing step, such
as isopropyl alcohol (IPA).

Figure 30. SEM image of pattern collapse. (a) bend, (b) break, (c) tear, (d) peel, and (e)
combined effects [49].
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Figure 31. Schematic of water remaining in the features [49].

1.2.8 Electrical double layer
When materials are immersed in liquid, the surface of material can develop
charge through surface reaction, including adsorption, dissociation, etc. The sign of the
charge can be either positive or negative, depending on the types of material and the pH
of the liquid. The counter ions in the liquid would be attracted to the surface, while the
like ions are repelled. This results in two parallel layers of charge next to the surface:
surface charge and attracted counter ions, and this is known as electrical double layers
(EDL). Figure 32 shows the schematic of EDL according to Gouy-Chapman and GouyChapman-Stern-Grahame (GCSG) models. The detail of the models is explained in the
following sections [50]. The objective of understanding the models is to calculate the
surface charge and surface potential of the trench material immersed in the chemical with
a known concentration.
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Figure 32. Schematic of electrical double layer for (a) Gouy-Chapman model, and (b)
Gouy-Chapman-Stern-Grahame (GCSG) model [50].

1.2.8.1 Gouy-Chapman (GC) model
In the Gouy-Chapman model, counter ions are attracted and accumulate close to
the electrified surface. Taking SiO2 as an example, surface charge is developed by the
ionization of surface sites, as shown by Eqs. 20-21.

SiOH 2






SiOH

SiOH  H  S






SiO  H



S

K a1

int

K a2

int



[ SiOH ][ H  S ]

[ SiOH 2 ]

[ SiO  ][ H  S ]

[ SiOH ]



[ SiOH 2 ] 

[ SiOH ][ H  S ]
(20)
int
K a1
int

K
[ SiOH ]
[ SiO ]  a 2 
[H S ]


(21)

where SiOH is the neutral site, SiOH2+ is the positively charged site, SiO- is the
negatively charged site, HS+ is the hydrogen ion at the surface, [SiOH] is the surface
concentration of the SiOH site, [SiOH2+] is the surface concentration of the SiOH2+ site,
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[SiO-] is the surface concentration of the SiO- site, [H+S] is the concentration of the
hydrogen ion at the surface, Ka1int and Ka2int are the intrinsic equilibrium constants of the
chemical reactions shown in Eqs. 20-21. The equation to calculate the surface
concentration of species from the bulk concentration can be derived by the following
equations.

i b  i 0  Z i q ( B)  kbT ln Ci ( B)

(22)

i x  i 0  Z i q ( x)  kbT ln Ci ( x)

(23)

where µib is the electrochemical potential of species i in the bulk solution, µi0 is the
chemical potential of species i at its standard state, µix is the electrochemical potential of
species i at distance x from the charged surface, Zi is the valence of ion, q is electronic
charge, ψ(B) is the potential in the bulk solution, ψ(x) is the potential at distance x from
the charged surface, T is temperature, kb is the Boltzmann constant, Ci(B) is the
concentration of species i in the bulk solution, and Ci(x) is the concentration of species i
at distance x from the charged surface. Because the species i at any location close to the
charged surface is in equilibrium with the species in the bulk solution, the
electrochemical potential of the species i at any distance to the surface must be the same.
Because ψ(B) is zero,

i b  i x  kbT ln Ci ( B)  Z i q ( x)  kbT ln Ci ( x)

(24)
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Therefore, the concentration of species i at any distance to the surface can be calculated
by Eq. 25 once the electrical potential is known.

 Z q ( x) 
Ci ( x)  Ci ( B) exp  i

kbT 


(25)

In order to obtain the surface charge (σ0) and the surface potential (ψ0), the fractional
surface charge (α) can be represented by following equations.

N S  N a (SiOH  SiOH   SiO )

(26)

 0  eN a (SiOH  SiO )

(27)

2





2



0

[ SiOH2 ]  [ SiO ]


eN S [ SiOH ]  [ SiOH2  ]  [ SiO ]

(28)

i  [i] 100

(29)

where e is electronic charge, NS is the surface site density, [i] is the surface concentration
of species i, Na is Avogadro’s number, and Γi is the site density of species i. Eq. 28 can be
rewritten using Eqs. 20, 21, and 25.



0
eN S





[ SiOH 2 ]  [ SiO  ]


[ SiOH ]  [ SiOH 2 ]  [ SiO  ]
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[ SiOH ][ H  S ] K a 2 [ SiOH ]

int

K a1
[H S ]
int



[ SiOH ][ H  S ] K a 2 [ SiOH ]
[ SiOH ] 

int

K a1
[H S ]
int

e 0
)
k bT

[ SiOH ][ H  b ] exp(
K a1

int


[ SiOH ][ H  b ] exp(
[ SiOH ] 

K a1

int

K a 2 [ SiOH ]

e
[ H  b ] exp( 0 )
k bT

e 0
)
k bT

int

int



K a 2 [ SiOH ]
e
[ H  b ] exp( 0 )
k bT

Dividing both the numerator and denominator by [SiOH] yields:

[ H  b ] exp(
K a1



e 0
)
k bT

int

K a2



e
[ H b ] exp( 0 )
k bT

int

[ H  b ] exp(

e 0
)
k bT

(30)



1

K a1

int



K a2

int

[ H  b ] exp(

e 0
)
k bT

The surface charge can also be calculated based on the fact the summed charge in the
solution side (diffuse layer) must be equal to the surface charge, but with the opposite
sign, as shown in Eq. 31 below.



 0   d     ( x)dx
0

(31)
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where σd is the charge in the diffuse layer, and ρ(x) is the space charge density at distance
x from the surface. The gradient of the electrical potential and the local charge density are
related by Poisson’s equation given below.

d 2 ( x)
 ( x)

2
 0 r
dx

(32)

Because

d ( x)
 0 as x  
dx

(33)

Eq. 31 can be rewritten as

 0   d   0 r 



0

d 2 ( x)
 d ( x) 
dx   0 r 
2
dx
 dx  x0

(34)

where ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, and εr is the dielectric constant or relative
permittivity of medium. The term dψ(x)/dx in Eq. 34 can be obtained by integrating
d2ψ(x)/dx2 using Eq. 35.

2

d2y
1  dy 
 dx2 dy  2  dx   Q

(35)
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where Q is the integrating constant. Therefore,

1


  2

d ( x)   d 2 ( x)

 2  
d

(
x
)

Q

2

dx
  x dx
 


 

d ( x)  
 ( x)
 2   
d ( x)   Q  
dx
  x  0 r
 



1
2

Because

  Z i q ( x) 

 k bT


 ( x)   Z i qCi ( x)  Z i qCi ( B)  exp 


d ( x)  
q
 2   
dx
  x  0 r

d ( x)   k bT
 2 
dx
  Z i  0 r

d ( x)   k bT
 2 
dx
  Z i  0 r

(36)

1

  2

  Z i q ( x) 

Z
C
(
B
)

exp
d

(
x
)

Q

 i i



 
 k bT


 
  Z i q ( x)   
 |x  Q  
 
 k bT


 C ( B)  exp 
i

1
2

1

 k bT
  Z i q ( x )  
   
 k bT
  x   Z i  0 r

 C ( B)  exp 
i

Because ψ(x) = 0 as x → ∞

  Z i q ( x)  
 
k
T
b

  x x

 C ( B)  exp 
i

  2
 Q
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1

d ( x)   k bT
 2 
dx
  Z i  0 r

 C ( B) 1

d ( x)   k bT
 2  
dx
  Z i  0 r

  2

  Z i q ( x)  


 Ci ( B)1  exp  k T    Q  
b

 

 



i

 x 

 kT
  b
 Z i  0 r

  2
  Z i q ( x )  

 Ci ( B)  exp  k T    Q 
 
b

  x x
1

Q is zero because of Eq. 33.

d ( x)   k bT
 2 
dx
   Z i  0  r

1


  Z i q ( x)    2

C
(
B
)
exp
 i   k T   1 
b

  


(37)

By using Eq. 34 and 37, it can be shown

 d ( x ) 
 dx  x 0

 0   0 r 


k bT
 0   0 r 2 
  Z i  0 r

1

   Z i q 0    2
 Ci ( B)exp k T   1 
b
 
 



 0  2 

For 1:1 electrolyte,

 0  r k bT
Zi



  Z i q 0   
  1 
 k bT   

 C ( B)exp
i



1
2

(38)
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   q 0  
  q 0  
  Z i q 0  
  1  C ( B) exp
  1  C ( B) exp
  1
k
T
k
T
b
b
 k bT  



 




 C ( B)exp
i





  q 0 
  Z i q 0  
  q 0  
  1  C ( B) exp
  exp
  2
 k bT  
 k bT  
  k bT 

 C ( B)exp
i



   Z q  
  q 
  q  
 Ci ( B)exp ki T 0   1  C ( B)exp 2k T0   exp 2k T0 
b
 
 b 
 
  b 

2


 q 0 
  q 0  
  exp
 
 exp
   Z i q 0  
2
k
T
2
k
T
 Ci ( B)exp k T   1  4  C ( B)  b  2  b  
b
 
 





2

   Z q  

 q  
 Ci ( B)exp ki T 0   1  4  C ( B)sinh  2k T0 
b
 
 b 
 


2

(39)

By using Eq. 38 and 39, it can be shown

   k T
 0  2  0 r b
Zi


1

   Z i q 0    2
 Ci ( B)exp k T   1 
b
 
 
1

2 2
   k T

 q 0  
0 r b
 
 0  2 
 4  C ( B ) sinh 
Z
2
k
T
i
b

 



 q 0 

 2k b T 

 0  8 0 r k bT  C ( B)2 sinh 
1

 q 0 

 2k bT 

 0  sgn 0 8 0 r k bT  C ( B)2 sinh 
1

(40)
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1  0  0
sgn 0  0  0  0
1  0  0

Once the surface charge is known, the fractional surface charge (α’) can be expressed as

8 0 r kbT  C ( B)2 sinh  q 0 
1

' 

0
eN S







 2k b T 

(41)

eN S

Because both α and α’ are the fractional surface charges, as shown in Eqs. 30 and 41,
respectively, they should be equal to each other.

[ H  b ] exp(
K a1

e 0
)
k bT

int

 ' 
[ H  b ] exp(
1

K a1

int

K a2



int

[ H  b ] exp(
e 0
)
k bT



K a2

e 0
)
k bT

8 0 r kbT  C ( B)2 sinh  q 0 
1



eN S





 2k bT  (42)

int

[ H  b ] exp(

e 0
)
k bT

At a given pH or [H+ b], electrolyte concentration (C(B)), and other variables and
parameters (T, NS, Ka1int, Ka2int and εr), Eq. 42 can be solved by a trial and error method.
Once ψ0 is known, σ0 can be calculated using Eq. 40.
Taking SiO2 surfaces in contact with 0.196 M NH4OH (30% w/w NH3 : H2O = 1 : 80)
as an example, the σ0 and ψ0 can be calculated as follows. The Ka1int and Ka2int of SiO2 are
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10-0.5 (mol/L) and 10-7.5 (mol/L), respectively. The NS of SiO2 is assumed to be 1018
sites/m2 for the hydrophilic surface. The εr of 0.196 M NH4OH is assumed to be equal to
that of water at 25°C, which is 78.6. Other variables and constants are T (298 K), e (1.6 ×
10-19 C/mol), and kb (1.38 × 10-23 J/K). The equations to calculate [H+b] and C(B) of 0.196
M NH4OH(aq) are derived as follows. There are three different ions, NH4+, OH-, and H+,
dissociated from NH4OH and H2O, as shown below.





NH 4OH  NH 4  OH



[ NH 4 b ][OH  b ]
Kb 
[ NH 4 OH ]

KW  [ H  b ][OH  b ]

H 2 O  H   OH 

(43)

(44)

where [NH4OH] is the concentration of NH4OH, [OH-b] is the concentration of OH- ions
in the bulk solution, Kb is the dissociation constant of NH4OH, and KW is the dissociation
constant of water. Because the system must be charge neutral,



[OH  b ]  [ NH 4 b ]  [ H  b ]

(45)

The [OH-b] can be solved by multiplying both sides of Eq. 45 with [OH-b] to eliminate
[H+b].



[OH  b ][OH  b ]  [ NH 4 b ][OH  b ]  [ H  b ][OH  b ]


[OH  b ]2  [ NH 4 b ][OH  b ]  KW


[OH  b ]2  [ NH 4 b ][OH  b ]  KW  0

(46)
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The quadratic formula can be applied to solve [OH-b] in Eq. 46.





[OH b ] 



[ NH 4 b ]  [ NH 4 b ]2  4  KW
2

(47)

Similarly, the [H+b] can be solved by multiplying both sides of Eq. 45 with [H+b] and the
quadratic formula. The solution is shown in Eq. 48.





[H b ] 



 [ NH 4 b ]  [ NH 4 b ]2  4  KW
2

(48)

In order to obtain [OH-b] and [H+b], the [NH4+b] must be known. Because NH4OH is 1:1
electrolyte, the [NH4+b] and [OH-b] dissociated from NH4OH are assumed to be the same.
Therefore, Eq. 43 can be rewritten as:



Kb 



[ NH 4 b ][OH  b ]
[ NH 4 b ][OH  b ]


[ NH 4 OH ]
[ NH 4 OH ]0  [ NH 4 b ]


X  [ NH 4 b ]  [OH  b ]
Kb 

X2
[ NH 4 OH ]0  X

(49)

(50)
(51)

where [NH4OH]0 is the initial concentration of NH4OH. [NH4+b] can be obtained by
solving Eq. 51.
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 K b  K b  4  K b  [ NH 4 OH ]0
2



X  [ NH 4 b ] 

2

(52)

By inserting Kb (1.8 × 10-5 mol/L) and [NH4OH]0 (0.196 mol/L) into Eq. 52, [NH4+b]
can be obtained. Similarly, [OH-b] and [H+b] can be calculated by inserting KW and
[NH4+b] into Eqs. 47-48. The results are shown in Eqs. 53-55.

mol
L

(53)

mol
L

(54)



[ NH 4 b ]  0.0018704285 83
[OH  b ]  0.0018704285 88

[ H  b ]  5.348  10 12

mol
L

(55)

Table 1 summarizes all of the parameters, variables, and constants used in solving Eq. 42.

Table 1. Variables, Parameters, and Constants Used in Solving Eq. 42.
Variable, Parameter or Constant

CB  [ NH 4 b ]


int

K a2

int

mol
L
1
1.126  10 24 3
m
mol
10 0.5
L
mol
10 7.5
L

5.348  10 12

[H b ]

K a1

Value

e

1.602 10 19 C

kb

1.38  10 23

J
K
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298K

T

0

8.854  10 12

r

F
m

78.6
1018

NS

1
m2

At the condition of SiO2 in contact with 0.196 M NH4OH, ψ0 is estimated to be -184.8
mV and σ0 is calculated to be -13.07 µC/cm2.

1.2.8.2 Gouy-Chapman-Stern-Grahame (GCSG) model
In the Gouy-Chapman-Stern-Grahame (GCSG) model, ions other than hydrogen
and hydroxide ions are considered to adsorb on the surface. Therefore, it is also called the
site-binding model. In the case of the SiO2 surface immersed in NH4OH solution, the
positively charged NH4+ ions adsorb on the negatively charged surface sites, SiO-, and
thus form the surface sites of SiONH4, as shown in Eq. 56

SiO   NH 4






SiO  NH 4





K NH



int

4

[ SiO  NH 4 ]

(56)



[ SiO  ][ NH 4 ]

Combining Eqs. 21 and 56 yields Eq. 57.

SiOH  NH 4












SiO NH 4  H





[ SiO NH 4 ] 



K * NH

S

K *NH

int

4

int

4



[ SiO  NH 4 ][ H  S ]


[ SiOH ][ NH 4 ]


[ SiOH ][ NH 4 ]
[H  S ]

(57)
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The center of adsorbed NH4+ ions is at the β plane indicated in Figure 32. Since NH4+
ions can be bound to negatively charged SiO- sites, total site density can be represented
by Eq. 58.

N S  N a (SiOH  SiOH   SiO  SiONH4 )

(58)

 0  eN a (SiOH  SiO  SiONH )

(59)

   eN a (SiONH )

(60)

 0      d

(61)

2





4

2

4

S 

S
eN S



 d  0  

eN S
eN S

(62)

where σβ is the charge at the β plane, σS is the effective surface charge, and αS is the
effective fractional surface charge. αS is then rewritten using Eqs. 20, 21, and 57.

S 

0 
eN S





[ SiOH 2 ]  [ SiO  ]




[ SiOH ]  [ SiOH 2 ]  [ SiO  ]  [ SiO  NH 4 ]

[ SiOH ][ H  S ] K a 2 [ SiOH ]

int

K a1
[H S ]
S 
int

int
[ SiOH ][ H  S ] K a 2 [ SiOH ] K *NH 4 [ SiOH ][ NH 4 S ]
[ SiOH ] 


int


K a1
[H S ]
[H S ]
int
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S 
[ SiOH ][ H  b ] exp(
K a1
[ SiOH ][ H  b ] exp(
[ SiOH ] 

K a1

e 0
)
k bT

int

e 0
)
k bT

int

int



K a 2 [ SiOH ]
e
[ H  b ] exp( 0 )
k bT


int

int
K  [ SiOH ][ NH 4 b ]
e 
K a 2 [ SiOH ]
e

 NH 4
exp( 0 ) exp(
)

e

k bT
k bT
[H b ]
[ H  b ] exp( 0 )
k bT

Here, the ψ0 and ψβ are assumed to be the same because of a small difference. Dividing
both the numerator and denominator by [SiOH] yields:

[ H  b ] exp(
K a1

S 

e 0
)
k bT

int

e
[ H b ] exp( 0 )
k bT

K a2



int

[ H  b ] exp(

e 0
)
k bT



1

K a1

int



K a2

int

e
[ H b ] exp( 0 )
k bT



K

(63)
int

NH 4 





[ NH 4 b ]

[H  b ]

The effective fractional surface charge (αS’) from the solution side is identical to Eq. 41.

8 0 r k bT  C ( B)2 sinh  q 0
1

S' 

S
eN S



eN S





2
k
T
b



(64)

Because both αS and αS’ are effective fractional surface charges, Eqs. 63 and 64 are equal.
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[ H  b ] exp(
K a1

S S' 

[ H  b ] exp(
1
K a1

int

e 0
)
k bT

int

e 0
)
k bT



K a2



int

[ H  b ] exp(

K a2

int

e 0
[ H b ] exp(
)
k bT


There are no literature values for K NH

int




e 0
)
k bT
K

1


int

NH 4 

[ NH 4


b

 q 0 

 2k b T 

8 0  r k b T  C ( B) 2 sinh 

]

(65)

eN S

[H  b ]

. However, the intrinsic equilibrium constant for

4

the binding of monovalent ions with SiO2, such as K+, Li+, and Cs+, are available in the
literature [50-51], and values are roughly 100.5 mol/L. At the condition of SiO2 contacted
with 0.196 M NH4OH, the ψd and σS are calculated to be -134.7 mV and -4.9 µC/cm2
respectively. The σ0 and σβ are -15.84 and 10.94 µC/cm2 respectively.

1.2.9 Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS)
EIS is a non-destructive technique for the characterization of an electrochemical
system by applying small AC (alternating current) voltage, 5-15 mV. The applications
include corrosion rate measurement, coating evaluation, electrolyte resistance
measurement, etc.
EIS measurement is done by applying a small sinusoidal voltage to the system
and then measuring the current. The current response to the voltage is also a sinusoidal
signal with the same frequency but may have a phase shift based on the circuit elements.
Impedance of the system can be calculated by dividing the voltage by the current. Eqs.
66-68 show the voltage, current, and impedance, respectively.

Et  E0 sin t 

(66)
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I t  I 0 sin t   

Z

Et
E0 sin t 
sin t 

 Z0
I t I 0 sin t   
sin t   

  2f

(67)

(68)

(69)

where Et is the potential at time t, E0 is the amplitude of the signal, ω is the radial
frequency, f is the frequency, It is the current at time t, I0 is the amplitude of the current, Z
is the impedance, Z0 is the magnitude of impedance, and  is the phase shift. Because of
the phase shift, the impedance consists of a real part and an imaginary part. The real part
is the resistance, and the imaginary part is typically a capacitance, which is a function of
frequency. In order to precisely determine the resistance and capacitance of the system,
the impedance was scanned over a range of frequency. If the real part and the imaginary
part of impedance are plotted in the x and y axes, respectively, the Nyquist plot can be
obtained, as shown in Figure 33. Each data point is the impedance measured at specific
frequency. The equivalent circuit used to generate the Nyquist plot is inserted in Figure
33. It is called Randle’s circuit, a common equivalent circuit to model the electrodeelectrolyte interface. Charge transfer resistance (Rct) and double layer capacitance (Cdl)
are the electrical circuit elements at the interface, and solution resistance (Rs) is the
electrical element in the solution phase. Although the data shown in Figure 33 are
simulation results, the commercial software (Zview®) can be used to fit the experimental
data by using a customized equivalent circuit.
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Simulation of Nyquist Plot
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Figure 33. Nyquist plot of electrical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements.

However, because the Nyquist plot does not provide direct information of
frequency, other forms of expressing impedance data are used. Figures 34 and 35 show
the impedance data in the form of Bode plots. The horizontal axes (x axes) are both
frequency in log scale, and the vertical axes (y axes) are magnitude of impedance and
phase angle for Figures 34 and 35, respectively. In Figure 34, the magnitude of
impedance measured at each frequency can be clearly seen. In Figure 35, the phase angle
can be used to determine the impedance measured at which frequency range is dominated
by the Cdl. In the Randle’s circuit, impedance at low frequency is the summation of Rct
and Rs, while impedance at high frequency is solely Rs. Because Rct is much larger than
Rs, the impedance measured at low frequency is dominated by Rct, which is clearly
shown in Figure 34.
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The impedance data can be complicated with more than one time constant. The
data require an appropriate equivalent circuit for data fitting. Other common elements in
the equivalent circuit are the constant phase element (CPE) and the Warburg element.
CPE is typically used to model electrical double layer capacitance because it is not a
perfect capacitor. The warburg element is used to model linear diffusion from the
electrode surface to the solution.

Simulation of Bode Plot
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Figure 34. Bode plots (magnitude of impedance vs. frequency) of the impedance
data (simulation results).
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Simulation of Bode Plot
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Figure 35. Bode plots (phase angle vs. frequency) of impedance data (simulation
results).
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1.3 Explanation of the dissertation format

This dissertation has been prepared in accordance with the format prescribed by the
University of Arizona Graduate College Manual for Electronic Theses and Dissertations
and is consistent with the formatting requirements of the Department of Materials
Science and Engineering. This work consists of three chapters and five appendices.
Chapter 1 explains problem and its content and also provides the literature review. The
most important findings of the research presented in the Appendices A-B are outlined in
Chapter 2. Chapter 3 describes the future work of this study. The contributions to each
manuscript and the operation manuals are summarized here.

Appendix A. Rinsing of High-Aspect-Ratio Features on Patterned Wafer
Governing equations were developed by Dr. Farhang Shadman. The author figures out
the method to obtain initial conditions of the governing equations, developed the
boundary condition of the Poisson equation, and developed the base model (400 × 40 nm)
for the rinsing of high-aspect-ratio features. Jivaan Kishore assisted with the solver
configuration to solve deeper trenches. The Abstract, Introduction and Summary were
written by Dr. Farhang Shadman. The model development portion was written by Jivaan
Kishore. Results and discussion and appendices were written by the author and edited by
Dr. Srini Raghavan.
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Appendix B. Electrochemical Monitoring of Rinsing of Hydrophobic Silicon
The Mott-Schottky and electrochecmial impedance spectroscopy experiments were done
by the author. The manuscript was written by the author and edited by Dr. Raghavan.

Appendix C. Real-time Monitoring of Copper Contamination and Cleaning Using
Impedance Measurements
The single frequency electrochemcial impedance spectroscopy experiment was
performed by the author. Characterization of Si samples using the scanning electron
microscope (SEM) was done by Paul Wallace. The solution used to collect copper
contaminants was analyzed by Mary Kay Amistadi using inductively coupled plasma
mass spectrometry (ICP-MS). The manuscript was written by the author and edited by Dr.
Raghavan.

Appendix D. Understanding and Controlling Electrochemical Effects in Wet
Processing
The single frequency electrochemcial impedance spectroscopy experiment was
performed by the author. Characterization of Si samples using the scanning electron
microscope (SEM) was done by Paul Wallace. The author wrote the rinsing part of the
work. The other portions were written by Dr. Srini Raghavan.
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Appendix E. Particle Deposition and Removal of Relevance to Wet Processing in
Semiconductor Manufacturing
Sections addressing the electrical double layer energy, particle deposition method, brush
cleaning, and the effect of aging on particle removal were written by the author and
edited by Dr. Srini Raghavan. Sections describing the van der Waals energy and,
megasonic cleaning were written by Bing Wu and edited by Dr. Srini Raghavan. Sections
providing the abstract, introduction, total energy of interaction, particle removal methods,
nanospray cleaning, and summary were written by Dr. Srini Raghavan. Figure 2 was
developed by the author.

Appendix F. Preliminary Work of the Wet Etching Silicon in Stacked Structure
Used for the Memory Device
Governing equations and boundary conditions were developed by the author. The author
also figured out and applied the moving boundary physics to solve the problem.

Appendix G. Modelling Instruction for the Wet Etching Simulator
This manual was written by the author.
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CHAPTER 2
PRESENT STUDY
The methods, results and conclusions of this study are presented in the Appendices to this
dissertation. The following is a summary of the most important findings from the first
three appendices.

2.1 Appendix A. Rinsing of High-Aspect-Ratio Features on Patterned Wafer
The comprehensive simulator was developed to study the rising of narrow and highaspect-ratio features on patterned wafer, such as 400 nm x 10 nm features. The model
takes into account speciation, convection, diffusion/dispersion, and adsorption and
desorption of impurities on the substrate surfaces. The boundary condition of the Poisson
equation needs to be properly defined to meet the value of the site-binding model, which
is a well-known model in colloidal chemistry. The effect of the electrical double layer
overlap was captured in the simulation. The mass transfer coefficient and desorption rate
constant were found to be the bottleneck of the rinse process and significantly affect
rinsing time. The utility of the simulator can be extended to predicting rinse behavior of
different chemical contaminants and trenches of different material and geometrical
properties.
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2.2 Appendix B. Electrochemical Monitoring of Rinsing of Hydrophobic Silicon
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was applied to monitor rinsing of
hydrophobic silicon contaminated in dilute HF and H2SO4 mixture. Effect of surface state
(accumulation, flat band, or depletion) controlled by applied DC (direct current) potential
on rinsing dynamics was investigated. Based on the impedance data, rinsing of the n-Si
sample under depletion condition is slower than the sample under accumulation. This can
be explained due to the increased attraction and adsorption of negatively charged fluoride
ions under depletion conditions.

2.3 Appendix C. Real-time Monitoring of Copper Contamination and Cleaning
Using Impedance Measurements
The conventional method of monitoring the rinse process is based on the resistivity of
bulk solution, rather than the surface, which is the most important part of the process. In
this research, the electrochemical impedance technique was used to monitor the surface
condition of the Si wafer in real time during the processes of contamination in the Cu
spiked HF solution, cleaning with deaerated HCl, and rinsing with deaerated DI water.
Selecting the frequency used to measure the impedance of the Si/solution system is
the key to this study. While the real part of impedance measured at high frequency is
solution resistance, the one measured at low frequency is the summation of solution
resistance and charge transfer resistance at the solution/Si interface. Because the charge
transfer resistance is typically orders of magnitude larger than that of the solution
resistance, impedance measured at low frequency can be considered as charge transfer
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resistance. Therefore, the real part of impedance measured at 1 Hz was followed during
the sequential steps of wet processing. Both scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and
inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) were used to characterize
copper contaminants on the wafer surface before and after the HCl cleaning steps
indicated by the impedance data to confirm the capability of this technique. The results
show that the electrochemical impedance based technique is an alternative method to
follow surface preparation processes.
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2.4 Future Directions
Simulation:
1. Increase the number of trenches to simulate the whole wafer
2. Enhance the two-dimensional study to three-dimensional to simulate the real
situation
3. Simulate the rinsing of trenches made of multi-materials
4. Validate the simulation
Experiments:
1. Investigate

the

detection

limit

of

copper

contaminants

using

the

electrochemical impedance technique
2. Apply the electrical impedance technique to oxide wafers with thin chemical
oxide (1 nanometer)
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APPENDIX A
Rinsing of High-Aspect-Ratio Features on Patterned Wafer
The manuscript has been submitted to
Advances in Computational Design (ACD), An international journal
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Rinsing of High-Aspect-Ratio Features on Patterned
Wafer
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A comprehensive process model is developed to simulate the mechanism and the
dynamics of rinsing and cleaning of deep and narrow structures on patterned substrates. This
process is critical in a number of applications such as post-etch cleaning of patterned wafers
during the manufacturing of semiconductor devices. The model takes into account various mass
transport mechanisms including convection and diffusion/dispersion that occur simultaneously
with various surface interactions such as adsorption and desorption of impurities on the substrate
surfaces. The influences of charged species in the bulk and on the surface, and their induced
electric field that affect both transport and surface interactions, are included in this study. The
results of this study illustrate the model usefulness and potentials to predict the change in the
rinse time and efficiency with changes in the key operational parameters such as temperature,
concentration, flow rate, and mass transfer on the wafer surface. Ammonium hydroxide on SiO2
surface is used as the model system in this study because of its wide application; however, the
model can be used for analyzing the rinsing of other impurities by simply changing the model
parameter inputs.
Abstract.

Keywords:

process model; wafer rinsing; single-wafer cleaning tools

1. Introduction
Wet chemical cleaning of small structures, etched in patterned substrates, is one of the most
important and most frequently used steps in the fabrication of semiconductor devices. In
particular, the rinsing process that follows the wet-chemical cleaning is a major user of ultra-pure
water in semiconductor fabrication facilities (fabs). The rinsing of patterned structures is not a
trivial “washing” action controlled simply by the flow of water. The rinse process is affected by a
number of simultaneous mechanisms including surface adsorption and desorption of
contaminants that are influenced or slowed by the effects of surface charge. There have been
numerous studies of particles removal from the surfaces during cleaning and rinsing of wafers.
However, with the advent of nano structures fabrication, the bottleneck and the challenge of rinse
process is no longer just in the removal of particulate matter from the plane surfaces but also in
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the removal of dissolved chemicals (mostly residues of cleaning chemicals, in both ionized and
adsorbed forms) from the depth of high aspect-ratio structures. The electric field associated with
charged surfaces affects the mobility of ions that are being removed from the surfaces and
transported out of these structures during rinsing. In fact, these surface interactions are usually
the controlling steps in the overall cleaning process. The fundamental mechanism and kinetics of
the rinsing of patterned structures, particularly for the micro- and nano-size features, are poorly
understood and characterized; therefore, further study of these fundamentals is critical for
improving the cleaning and rinsing of patterned wafers.
The state-of-the-art fabrication facilities use single wafer rinse tools in which rinse water is
introduced on the surface of a spinning wafer. The fluid flow and mass transfer on rotating disks
has been the subject of a number of studies (Drumm et al., 2011; Kaunisto et al., 2011; Matar et
al., 2006; Zamani, 2012). The focus of these previous studies has been on the fluid flow and mass
transfer in the fluid film above the rotating disk. This aspect of the rotating disk systems, while
important, is not the objective or the focus of the present study. The bottleneck of rinsing of
patterned wafers is not the fluid flow and mass transfer in the fluid layer above the disk and on
their top surface, but rather is the transport of impurities out of the high-aspect-ratio (deep) nanoand micro-structures that have been etched in these wafers by the patterning process. The fluid
mechanics and mass transfer in the layer on the top of the rotating disk is integrated with the
detailed equations of transport, electric field, surface charge and surface adsorption/desorption
processes that occur inside these structures. These aspects, critical in dealing with patterned
wafers, have not been studied as yet. The other aspects of the process not investigated are the
critical effect of the electric field, generated due to surface charge, on the mass transfer inside the
micro- and nano-structures and the dynamics of this transient process, since the rinse process is
inherently an unsteady state condition.
In the first phase of this study (Zamani, 2012; Zamani et al., 2013), our group investigated the
kinetics of rinsing of structures in single wafer spin tools with focus on the effect of major tool
operational parameters such as water flow rate, wafer size, temperature, and wafer spin rates. A
preliminary modeling approach was also introduced for trend studies and predictions. The test
system used for that study was the removal of residual HF from hafnium oxide surface. This
system is relevant to the latest widespread use of hafnium-based dielectrics in semiconductor
manufacturing. This present study deals with the mechanism of the cleaning of nano-structures
that exist in a rotating patterned wafer. Understanding the interactions of various mechanism
involved in this process is valuable for researchers working on the processing of new materials
and structures.
The present study focuses on the development of a comprehensive rinse model that takes into
account the speciation of typical impurities, the surface interactions such as adsorption/desorption
of these impurities, and the electric field impact on the transport of ionized form of these
impurities. The electric field is generated by the surface charge due to the fluid-surface
interactions.
2. Model Development
A mathematical process model was developed for the analysis of the rinse process in narrow
features. Numerical solutions to the process model were obtained for various feature geometries,
contaminant adsorption/desorption characteristics and mass transfer conditions. Simple open
rectangle geometry, as shown in Fig. 1, was used as a generic representation of a trench on a
patterned wafer subjected to rinse. Prior to rinsing, the silicon dioxide trench surface is assumed
to be in equilibrium with a chemical solution. During rinse, a constant flow of deionized water is
maintained parallel to the mouth of the trench to promote diffusion of contaminants from the
trench by creating a concentration gradient. All means of contaminant transport from the trench
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surface, such as adsorption, desorption and diffusion in the liquid phase, is shown in Fig. 1. Mass
transfer at the mouth of the trench characterized by mass transfer coefficient km is also indicated.

Fig. 1 Model schematic describing various transport mechanisms during a rinse process
The model described in this paper specifically addresses the rinsing of a silicon dioxide trench
initially filled with 0.2M ammonium hydroxide solution. Since chemistry of SiO2 surface is
available, SiO2 was selected as model compound. Due to the fact that desorption rate constant (kd)
NH4+ is known, NH4+ was used as adsorbate. The two-dimensional formulation takes into account
the variation in space and time of the surface and liquid phase concentration of species along with
the electrical potential distribution in the trench, and the interdependency of these variables. The
mass balance and concentration distribution of these ionic species is governed by Nernst Planck
equation as given in Eq. 1. Since convective transport out of narrow trenches with nanoscale
dimensions with high aspect ratio is negligible, it is not considered in the mass balance. The
transport of non-charged species is primarily dominated by diffusion. Transport of ionic species is
controlled by the combined effect of diffusion due to concentration gradient and electrical
migration in localized electric fields in the fluid medium.

Ci
    DiCi  zi i FCi   Ri
t

(1)

In the above equation, Ci represents the concentration of ionic species ‘i’ in the liquid phase
(hydrogen, hydroxyl and ammonium ion). Di, μi , zi are the diffusivity, ionic mobility and valence
of the species ‘i’. The electrical potential in the solution is represented by . The interactions of
species in the liquid phase with the trench surface control the net flux of species at the surface,
which in turn affects the distribution of species in the liquid phase. The reaction rates for various
species, Ri, are given in Eqs. (2)-(4):

RNH   kbf CNH 4OH  kbrCNH  COH 
4

(2)

4

ROH   kwf  kwr CH  COH   kbf CNH 4OH  kbrCNH  COH 

(3)

4

RH   kwf  kwr CH  COH 

(4)
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In the above equations, k wr , k wf are the reverse and adjusted forward rate constants for
dissociation of water, and k bf , k bf represent the forward and reverse rate constants of dissociation
of ammonium hydroxide, respectively. All these rate constants associated with their chemical
reactions are shown in Appendix A..
As presented in the Appendix B, the surface species of SiO2 in contact with aqueous solution
are –SiOH, –SiOH2+ and –SiO-. Due to the fact that the pH of the ammonium hydroxide solution
and rinse water is much larger than pKa2, the surface would predominantly consist of neutral –
SiOH and negatively charged –SiO- sites. Ammonium ions will bind to –SiO- sites, resulting in
(neutral) –SiONH4 sites. The local electrical potential gradients in the near surface regions and
liquid phase in the trench plays an important role in the transport of ions by electrical migration.
The electrical potential in the system is given by the solution of Poisson’s equation as shown in
Eq. (5)

  2 



F z NH  C NH   zH  CH   zOH  COH 
4

4

 0 r



(5)

The concentration of species in the surface and liquid phase are interdependent and determine
the net flux from the trench surface during rinsing. A distribution of charged and neutral sites is
created on the trench surface based on the concentration of ionic species in the liquid phase close
to the surface. Ammonium ions adsorbed on the surface present as an impurity are the target of
the rinsing operation. The final overall cleanliness of the trench is determined by the
concentration of surface species, which are relatively more unyielding to rinse than their
counterparts in the liquid phase. Hence, surface contaminant concentration is a very important
metric in monitoring the rinse performance. The surface concentration of neutral SiOH, SiONH4
sites and negatively charged SiO- sites constitute the total adsorption site density on a trench
surface (S0). The surface site balance is given by Eq. (6)

CSiONH 4  CSiOH  CSiO  S0

(6)

The transience of contaminant concentration in the surface is modeled by using a Langmuir
model for adsorption for quantifying fluxes normal to the trench surface. Here the adsorption and
desorption of ammonium and hydrogen ions on the trench surface are considered as shown in Eqs.
(7)-(8).

dCSiONH 4
dt

 k Mf CSiO  C NH   k Mr CSiONH 4

(7)

4

dCSiOH
 k ErCSiO  CH   k Ef CSiOH
dt

(8)

The physics governing the rinsing process are represented by Eqs. (1) and (5)-(8). In order to
completely define the system, the governing equations need boundary and initial conditions based
on the order of equations and whether there is time occurring in it.
The two boundary conditions for each species occurring in the Nernst Planck equation are
given by equations showing net flux from trench surface as a result of surface adsorption and
desorption and through the mouth of the trench as a result of electrical migration and diffusion.
The flux from the trench surface for a species i can be written as a sum of fluxes due to electrical
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migration and diffusion as given in Eq. (9) Here –n refers to an inward pointing unit vector from
the trench surfaces. The net flux of species from trench surfaces and mouth of the trench are
given by Eqs. (10)-(12) and Eqs. (14)-(16), respectively. The terms in the right hand side of Eqs.
(14)-(16) are outward fluxes of NH4+, OH-, and H+ ions, defined as the mass transfer coefficient
of species i times the difference in concentration of the species i at the bulk liquid and at the
mouth of the trench.
A schematic of the site binding model (James and Park, 1982) was used to develop boundary
condition of Poisson equations as shown in Fig. 2(a). The surface charge is designated as σ 0, and
the charge at the β plane, where the center of bound site NH4+ is located, is designated as σS
(effective surface charge). The charge of β plane is the difference between the σ 0 and the diffuselayer charge (σd). Eqs. (13) and (17) represent the boundary conditions for the Poisson’s equation.
The effective surface charge density (σS ) on the trench surface is determined by the number of
unbound SiO- sites. The electrical potential at the mouth of the trench is taken as zero
considering the neutral charge of the rinse fluid in the bulk above the mouth of the trench.
In this research, even though the boundary condition of Poisson’s equation at trench surfaces
is defined as σS rather than σ0, this simulation is still effective to study rinsing of bounded NH4+
on SiO2 and to generate diffuse layer in liquid phase without violating the site binding models.

 n   Di Ci  zi i FCi  

(9)

Boundary conditions at the trench surfaces:
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Boundary conditions at the mouth of the trench:
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(17)

The Nernst-Planck equation requires initial condition for each chemical species in the liquid
phase. In the developed model, an initially uncontaminated silicon dioxide surface is equilibrated
with 0.2M NH4OH solution. The initial species concentrations in the liquid phase are obtained
from stationary solution to Eqs. (1) and (5)-(8) as well as their boundary conditions solved
simultaneously. The steady state concentration profile across the midsection of the trench is
shown in Fig. 2(b). This shows the typical distribution of ionic species in the liquid phase along
the trench width. The double layer thickness is defined as the distance from surface where the
surface potential decreases to 1/e of its value. Therefore, the electrical double layer thickness
shown in Fig 2(b) is 7 nm. Even though the trench width (20 nm) is larger than the summation of
the electrical double layer thickness developed from two sidewalls (14 nm), the concentrations of
ions at the center of the trench do not reach the concentration in the bulk liquid.

Fig. 2 (a) Schematic of site binding model of electrical double layer (b) Ionic concentration
profiles after equilibration with NH4OH in a 400 x 40nm trench
The species in the solution will be in equilibrium with those on the SiO2 surface. The initial
surface species concentration in the trench from contact with an aqueous medium is calculated
based on intrinsic equilibrium constants and local concentration of the respective ionic species in
the liquid phase. The binding of hydrogen and ammonium ions with –SiO- sites can be
represented by Eqs. (18)-(19). These coupled with Eq. (6) constitute the initial surface species
concentration in the trench surfaces.

CSiONH 4  K M CSiO C NH

CSiOH  KECSiO CH 
The rinsing simulation was carried out in two steps:



(18)

4

(19)
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(i)

The silicon dioxide trench was first allowed to reach equilibrium with 0.2 M ammonium
hydroxide solution.
(ii) In the rinse process, a thick hydrodynamic boundary layer (2600 µm at the flow rate of 1
cm/s) on wafer surface makes the transport of ions from wafer surface to bulk liquid to be
controlled by diffusion; which takes a long time (28 mins). In this simulation, the mouth of the
trench was assumed to be the bulk liquid and the effect of boundary layer thickness on rinsing
dynamics is incorporated in the mass transfer coefficient (km), which is a parameter in the
boundary condition as shown in Eqs. (14-16). Rinsing with DI water was initiated at a
simulation time of 20 sec. To simulate the effect of rinse in bulk liquid, the concentration of
ammonium hydroxide at the mouth of the trench was assumed to quickly decrease to zero in a
very short time (~5 seconds), as shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3 Simulated ammonia concentration profile during equilibration and rinse
A finite element method (COMSOL) was applied to rigorously solve for coupled governing
equations to obtain accurate predictions of rinse behavior in micro- and nano- sized features.
The key variable in the rinse process is contaminant concentration on the trench surface,
CSiONH4. Prior to rinsing, the surface concentration of ammonium ions (CSiONH4) is around 8 x 1013
cm-2. The rinse process was carried out until CSiONH4 on the trench reached 1010 atoms/cm2
according to the contamination benchmark established for cleaning operations (www.itrs.net).
3. Results
The first step in this study was to validate the predictions of the process simulator with the
solution of the site-binding model (James and Park, 1982) developed in colloid chemistry. Using
the site binding model, the effective surface charge density (σS) at the SiO2/solution interface
from equilibration of the trench with 0.2 M NH4OH was calculated to be -4.9 µC/cm2 (see Eq. (31)
in Appendix C.) This is in close agreement to the value (-5 µC/cm2) predicted by numerical
simulation using the model developed in this study.
The change in σS during the rinsing of a 400 x 40 nm trench is shown in Fig. 4. The
calculations were done for point ‘A’ located at the bottom center of the trench. It may be seen
from this figure that σS decreases from -5 µC/cm2 to almost 0 in 6 seconds of rinsing. The
reduction in σS is due to two competing phenomena: (i) desorption of “bound” ammonium ions
which would increase the number of free –SiO- sites and hence increase (more negative) σS, and
(ii) reduction in solution pH (11.3) towards pKa2 (7.5), which is the more dominant mechanism,
resulting in the net reduction in the number of –SiO- sites, based on Eq. (23) in Appendix B.
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Fig. 4 Effective surface charge (σS) at bottom center of the trench (point A)
In Fig. 5a, the surface concentration of three different types of sites (SiOH, SiO-, and SiONH4)
at two locations, A and B are plotted as a function of rinsing time. At points A and B the surface
concentration of ammonium ion bound sites (-SiONH4) decreases with rinsing and falls to a value
below ~ 1010 #/cm2 in about 9 seconds of rinsing. Prior to rinsing, the surface concentration of
SiONH4 is higher at point B than at point A. This can be explained with Fig. 5b, where the
electrical potential is found to be higher at the corner (-170 mV) than at the other surfaces in the
trench (-150 mV). This increases the attraction of ammonium ions to the corner of the trench,
resulting in higher CSiONH4.
During rinsing, the solution pH decreases and more hydrogen ions are brought into the trench.
Therefore, the surface concentration of SiO- sites decrease and the surface concentration of SiOH
sites increase with rinsing time as shown in Fig. 5a.

Fig. 5 (a) Surface concentration of SiOH, SiO- and SiONH4 sites as a function of rinsing
time at bottom corner (point B) (b) Electrical potential around region C (corner)
In semiconductor manufacturing, different sizes and aspect ratios of trenches are fabricated.
Hence, the effect of trench depth on rinsing was studied. In Fig. 6, the estimated surface
concentration of ammonium ions at point B is shown as a function of time for three different
trench depths.
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The initial flat portion observed in the rinse profile corresponds to removal of contaminants
from the liquid phase. With increasing trench depth a higher volume of contaminants is required
to be removed, which in turn manifests as an increase in the initial flat portion. This clean-up of
the liquid phase shifts the surface equilibrium, enhancing the desorption of surface species. The
drop followed by the initial flat portion indicates desorption of contaminants from the trench
surfaces. The results show that the time of rinsing a 400 x 20 nm trench is 50% more compared
to a 400 x 80 nm trench. This indicates narrower and higher aspect ratio trenches require longer
rinsing time.

Fig. 6 Effect of trench depth on rinsing dynamics
When the width of trenches becomes smaller than the electrical double layer thickness (7 nm
for 0.2 M NH4OH), the ionic species distribution is affected by the interaction of double layers
from the side walls. In Fig. 7, electrical potential across the trench is plotted for 80 nm and 10 nm
wide trenches. As expected, the results of the wider trench (80 nm) shows no overlap of double
layers (mid-plane potential of zero), and that for a narrower trench (10 nm) shows overlap of
double layers that raises the mid-plane potential. The presence of the double layer and its effect
on the species distribution is accurately predicted by the process simulator from rigorous solution
of the Poisson’s equation.
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Fig. 7 . Effect of trench width on electrical potential distribution
Additional simulations were done to capture the effect of desorption rate constant (kd) and
coefficient for the mass transfer ions from within the trench to the bulk solution through the
mouth of the trench (km). Desorption rate constant of ammonium ions from SiO2 was reported as
0.012 s-1 (Dhane, 2010). The value of kd can be potentially increased 10 times by increase of rinse
water temperature. In Fig. 8, the effect of kd (1.2, 0.12 and 0.012 s-1) on the rate of rinsing of a
400 x 40 nm trench are presented. As expected, the higher the kd, the shorter the rinsing time.
Decreasing kd tenfold from 0.12 to 0.012 s-1 increases the rinsing time by ~10 times. kd can be
measured by quartz crystal microbalance (QCM).

Fig. 8 Effect of desorption rate constant (kd) on rinsing dynamics
In Fig. 9, the results of simulations carried out to determine the effect of k m (1, 0.1, 0.01 and
0.001 s-1) on the rate of the rinsing of a 400 x 40 nm trench are shown. The range of values
selected for km in Fig. 9, was selected based on the reported results for mass transfer on spinning
discs (Drumm et al., 2011; Kaunisto et al., 2011; Matar et al., 2006; Zamani, 2012). Since mass
transfer coefficient controls the transport of contaminants from the liquid phase to the bulk, a
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pronounced effect of km on the rinsing time is expected. This is reinforced by data in Fig. 9
showing a noticeable decrease in rinsing time with increasing km. In practice, several methods can
be employed to increase km including higher flow rate, increasing temperature of rinse water and
the application of a megasonic field.

Fig. 9 Effect of mass transfer coefficient (km) on rinsing dynamics

4. Summary and Conclusion
Removing the residues of cleaning chemicals, in both dissolved and adsorbed forms, from the
depth of nano structures by rinsing is a complex process that often determines the rinse time and
the amount of water and energy used during the rinse process. Unlike the removal of particles
from the plain surfaces, this aspect of rinse has not been systematically studied and is not wellunderstood.
 A process simulator has been developed to predict the water rinsing of SiO 2 trenches of
various size as well as aspect ratio that are contaminated by ammonium ions. This simulator
incorporates different forms of transport mechanisms including adsorption/desorption from
the surfaces, diffusion and electrical migration in the liquid.
 The simulator is shown to successfully predict concentration and potential profiles in high
aspect ratio trenches while capturing the effects of the electrical double-layer on rinsing of
contaminant species.
 Key competing mechanisms and contributing phenomena at different stages of the rinse
have been identified with the help of the process model.
 The utility of the simulator can be extended to the predicting rinse behavior of different
chemical contaminants and trenches of different material and geometrical properties.
5. Appendices
5.1 Appendix A
Dissociation of the major ionic groups in the liquid phase of the trench is quantified by means
of their equilibrium constants given as,
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5.2 Appendix B
When SiO2 surface is contacted with an aqueous solution, it can develop a surface charge
based on the relative density of charged sites, –SiOH2+ and –SiO-. The relevant equilibria that
result in the formation of charged sites from neutral –SiOH sites and their intrinsic equilibrium
constant values (Hiemstra et al, 1989) are shown below
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k Er
In the above equations, CH is the concentration of hydrogen ions in the liquid at the surface.
In the system studied in this work, SiO2 is initially exposed to 0.2M NH4OH solution at a
solution pH of 11.3. At this pH value, based on the values of K a1int and Ka2int, the surface would
be almost entirely covered by -SiO- sites. According to Site Binding Models (James and Park,
1982), positively charged NH4+ ions will bind with the negatively charged sites with an intrinsic
binding constant of KNH4int, as shown below:
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k Mr
There are no literature values for KM. However, intrinsic equilibrium constant for the binding
of monovalent ions with SiO2 such as K+, Li+, and Cs+ are available in the literature (Abendroth,
1970) and values are roughly 100.5 mol/L. In this paper it is assumed KM is of the same order with
a value of 100.5 mol/L. In the above equations, CNH4 is the concentration of ammonium ions right
next to the surface.
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5.3 Appendix C
Based on Fig. 2(a), defining NS as surface site density (mol/m2), F as the Faradays constant
(coulomb/mol), αS as the fractional effective surface charge, α0 as the fractional surface charge,
the following expressions can be developed (James and Park, 1982):
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Assuming that the electrical potential at the surface and at the β plane is roughly the same,
and Boltzmann type expression can be used to relate concentration of NH4+ and H+ in bulk to that
at the surface, and using Eq. (29), αS can be expressed as follows:
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(31)
In the above equation, e is the electronic charge (coulomb), ε 0 is vacuum permittivity
(Farad/m), Φ is the electrical potential (V) at the surface, ε r is the dielectric constant of water, kB
is Boltzmann constant (J/K) and T is temperature (K), CH and CNH4 are concentration of hydrogen
ions and ammonium ions in the bulk solution (mol/L). The non-linear Eq. (31) can be solved by
trial and error to obtain Φ. Once Φ is known, σ0 can be calculated from the following equation.
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Table 1 Nomenclature
Symbol
0
Fractional surface charge

S
0
r
i
d
0
S

Ci

Description and unit

Fractional effective surface charge
Permittivity of free space, 8.854 x 1012 F m-1
Dielectric constant or relative permittivity of the solution
Electric mobility of species i, m2 V-1 s-1
Surface Charge as measured at the diffuse layer, C m-2
Surface Charge, C m-2
Effective Surface Charge, C m-2
Electric potential, V
Concentration of ionic species i in liquid phase, mol m-3

CNH 4OH ,b Concentration of NH4 OH at the mouth of the trench, mol m-3

C SiO

Surface concentration of SiO- sites, mol m-2

C SiOH

Surface concentration of SiOH sites, mol m-2

CSiONH4

Di
F
int
K a1

Ka2

int

Surface concentration of SiONH4 sites, mol m-2
Diffusion coefficient of species i, m2 s-1
Faraday constant 9.64853 x 104 C mol-1
Equilibrium constant for dissociation of SiOH2+, mol m-3
Equilibrium constant for dissociation of SiOH, mol m-3

kB
Kb

Boltzmann constant 1.3806488 × 10-23 J K-1

kbf

Forward rate constant for the dissociation of NH4OH, s-1

k br

Reverse rate constant for the dissociation of NH4OH, m3 s-1 mol-1

KE
k Ef

Equilibrium constant of dissociation of SiOH, mol m-3

Equilibrium constant for dissociation of NH4OH, mol m-3

Forward rate constant for dissociation of SiOH, s-1

(32)
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k Er
km

Reverse rate constant for dissociation of SiOH, m3 s-1 mol-1

KM
k Mf

Equilibrium constant for formation of SiONH4, mol m-3

k Mr
KW

k wf

Rate constant for desorption of NH4+ on SiO- site, m3 s-1 mol-1

k wf

Adjusted forward rate constant for dissociation of water, mol m-3 s-1

k wr

Reverse rate constant for dissociation of water, m3 s-1 mol-1

NS

surface site density, mol m-2

Ri

Reaction rate of species i, mol m-3 s-1

S0
t
zi

Total surface site density of SiO2, mol m-2

Mass transfer coefficient, m s-1
Rate constant for adsorption of NH4+ on SiO- site, s-1
Equilibrium constant for dissociation of water, mol m-3
Forward rate constant for dissociation of water, s-1

Time, s
Valence of species i
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Electrochemical Monitoring of Rinsing of Hydrophobic Silicon

Chieh-Chun Chiang and Srini Raghavan
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Abstract
Rinsing of p- and n-silicon immersed in dilute HF solution by DI water was investigated using
electrochemical impedance technique. The real part of impedance measured at low frequency, 1 Hz, was
considered to reflect the surface condition and hence followed during the rinse process. The effect of initial
HF concentration on speed of rinsing was studied. The rise of the impedance data was found to depend on
the initial HF concentration. Surface state of silicon (flat band, depletion or accumulation) was varied by
applied DC potential to study its effect on rinsing kinetics. The results showed that surface state of silicon
plays a key role in affect ion adsorption and thus the rinsing efficiency.
Introduction
In semiconductor manufacturing, large amount of DI water is used to rinse wafers after wet chemical
processing. In an effort to conserve water usage, researchers have been exploring various methods to
accurately determine the end point of rinsing. The most traditional method is to monitor the resistivity of
effluent rinse water from immersion or single wafer bowl. A novel rinse end point sensor known as
Electrochemical Residue Sensor (ECRS) has been developed by Yan et al. [1, 2]. This sensor provides insitu and real time technology to monitor rinsing of dielectric micro/nano-structures utilizing impedance
measurement between two electrodes embedded in the structure.
Silicon, being a semiconductor material, can be in flat band, depletion or accumulation condition
depending on the chemistry of wet processing solution in which it is immersed. The nature of the surface is
likely to affect adsorption of ions in the solution and consequently impact the efficiency of DI water rinsing
to remove the processing solution. In this research, the rinsing of silicon immersed in dilute HF solutions
has been studied using electrochemical impedance method. Unlike the ECRS, the material of interest,
namely silicon, serves both as a probe surface and electrode.
Experimental Materials and Methods
Phosphorous doped n-Si samples with a resistivity between 6 and 10 ohm-cm and boron doped p-Si
samples with a resistivity between 0.001 and 0.005 ohm-cm were used for the experiments. Chemicals
(VLSI grade), HF (49%), NH4OH (28%) and H2O2 (30%) were purchased from Honeywell Inc.
Electrochemical measurements were conducted using a three-electrode set-up. The working electrode
was the silicon sample held in a specially designed holder to expose 1 cm2 to the solution. The reference
and counter electrodes were 99.99% Pt foils of area 6.5 cm2. A Gamry Series G 750 potentiostat was used
for all electrochemical experiments. Prior to experiments, silicon samples were first cleaned in 1:1:5 APM
solution and then in dilute HF (1%) solution; they were then rinsed in DI water and dried in blowing
nitrogen gas.
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Mott-Schottky experiments were conducted at room temperature under dark condition to calculate the
flat band potential and doping level. The rinsing experiments were conducted in a 300 ml PTFE beaker as
follows. The cleaned samples were immersed in non-deaerated HF solution (1 or 2 %) containing 0.1 M
sulfuric acid. This solution was prepared to repeat the work of Yu et al. [3]. The impedance of the system
was measured by applying a 10 mV AC signal at frequency of 1 Hz. After approximately 1 min, DI water
was pumped through the cell at a flow rate of 350ml/min and the impedance of the system was monitored
as a function of time. In order to characterize the strength of adsorption of ions, experiments were also
conducted at different applied DC potentials.
Results and Discussion
In order to determine the range of applied DC potential to be used in rinsing experiments, flat band
potential of silicon samples was first estimated by the Mott-Schottky method. The equivalent circuit of the
system is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Equivalent circuit of silicon immersed in HF solution containing 0.1 M H 2SO4
where RS is the solution resistance (ohm-cm2), Rct is the charge transfer resistance (ohm-cm2) between the
Si and the solution, Cdl is double layer capacitance (F/cm2), RSC is the space charge resistance (ohm-cm2),
and CSC is the space charge capacitance (F/cm2). Because Cdl and CSC are in series, the total capacitance
(Ctot) of the system can be calculated using Eq. 1[4, 5]
1
1
1
=
+
Ctot Cdl Csc

(1)

Since the CSC is much smaller than the Cdl, the Ctot is dominated by the CSC. The Ctot can be calculated by
Eq. 2 [4, 5]
Zimg = −

1
2πfCtot

(2)

where Zimg (ohm-cm2) is the imaginary part of impedance, and f is the frequency (Hz). Therefore, surface
state of Si sample was changed to depletion conditions based on Mott-Schottky method (Eq. 3) to calculate
the flat band potential (Efb) and the dopant density [4, 5]
1
2
kbT
2 =
2 (−E + Efb − q )
CSC qϵϵ0 N𝐴 AS

(3)

Where q is electronic charge (C), ϵ is relative permittivity of silicon, ϵ0 is vacuum permittivity (F/m), NA is
dopant density (1/m-3), AS is surface area of working electrode (m2), E is applied potential (V), Efb is flat
band potential (V), k b is Boltzmann constant (J/K), and T is absolute temperature (K). CSC-2 can be plotted
as a function of potential wrt to reference electrode to obtain a straight line. The slope of the line and the
potential-intercept were used to calculate NA and Efb, respectively.
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Figure 2(a) and 2(b) show Mott-Schottky plots of CSC-2 versus DC potential (with respect to the quasi
reference Pt electrode) for p-Si(100) and n-Si(100) sample in 2% HF solution containing 0.1 M sulfuric
acid, at different frequencies. The potentials were changed from open circuit potential or OCP (about -1.1
V wrt Pt RE for both p-Si and n-Si) in more negative or less negative direction for p- and n- samples,
respectively. The flat band potentials of p-Si and n-Si contacted with 2% HF solution containing 0.1 M
sulfuric acid was estimated to be -0.3 V and -1.1 V (wrt Pt RE), respectively. Based on OCP and Efb values,
it may be concluded that in the absence of any applied potential, p-Si was under depletion and n-Si was
almost at the flat band condition. Additionally, the estimated dopant densities (1.81±0.02 E26 m-3 and
1.42±0.01 E21 m-3) for p and n silicon were in reasonable agreement with the values calculated from
vendor coated resistivity values.
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Figure 2. Mott-Schottky plot of (a) p-Si(100) and (b) n-Si(100) in 2% HF solution containing 0.1 M
sulfuric acid measured at different frequencies.
Figure 3 displays the results of single frequency (1 Hz) impedance measurements on p-Si held at OCP
or -0.2 V wrt to OCP during DI water rinse. It may be recalled that under both conditions, p-Si is under
depletion. Under OCP condition, the (real part) of impedance at low frequency (1 Hz in this study), with
contributions from solution resistance and interfacial charge transfer resistance, increases as the rinsing
progresses and reaches a plateau around 600 sec. When a negative potential of -0.2 V is applied, the rate of
increase of the real part of impedance is slower and the plateau value of impedance is much lower than that
measured under OCP conditions. This indicates the deeper the depletion condition of Si samples, the lower
the rinsing efficiency. This can be explained by more hydrogen ions attracted to the sample surface.
The results of impedance measurements carried out at 1 Hz on n-Si during DI water rinse are shown in
Figure 4. The key variables in this study were the external DC bias [no bias (OCP), +0.5 V (depletion) and
-0.5 V (accumulation) ] on the wafer and HF concentration in solution at the start of rinsing. The real part
of impedance, Zre, increased with rinse time. Under OCP (almost flat band) condition, the rate of increase
of Zre was higher when the initial HF concentration was lower. Rinsing of the sample under depletion
condition (+0.5 V wrt OCP) is slower than the sample under accumulation conditions. This may be
explained due to the increased attraction and adsorption of negatively charged fluoride ions under depletion
conditions. Some oscillations of Zre during the rinsing process were observed for rinsing of the 1% HF
containing 0.1 M H2SO4 at no DC bias condition. This could be due to the dissolved oxygen in the solution.
The final value of Zre for the samples without any external DC bias were found higher than the ones at
either depletion or accumulation condition. This is due to less adsorption of cations or anions on sample
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surface. In the case of rinsing of 1 and 2% HF, the final plateau of Z re is reached faster for the 1% HF than
the 2% because of lower concentration of the solution.
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Figure 3. Single frequency impedance
measurement on p-Si (100) under different
applied potentials during rinsing. [0.1 M H2SO4
+ 2% HF solution was rinsed by DI water]
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Figure 4. Single frequency impedance
measurement of n-Si (100) under different
applied potentials during rinsing. [0.1M H2SO4 +
2% HF or 0.1 M H2SO4 + 1% HF solution was
rinsed by DI water]

However, the application of electrochemical impedance technique to monitor rinsing is limited to
conductive materials. Rinsing of conductive material with a thin insulator, such as chemical oxide coated
silicon, may still be followed by the impedance technique because small current can still pass through the
thin insulator [6].
Conclusion
The applicability of an electrochemical impedance technique to monitor rinsing of n- and p- Si
immersed in HF by DI water was investigated. The results have shown that the state of silicon (flat band,
depletion or accumulation) could affect rinsing kinetics through modulation of ion adsorption.
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Real-time Monitoring of Copper Contamination and Cleaning
Using Impedance Measurements
Chieh-Chun Chiang and Srini Raghavan
Department of Materials Science and Engineering, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721

Abstract
Monitoring surface condition of silicon in real time and in-situ manners during contamination, cleaning,
and rinsing processes was investigated using electrochemical impedance techniques. In order to confirm the
its capability, the techniques of scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM) and inductively coupled plasma
mass spectrometer (ICP-MS) were applied to characterize amount of contaminants left on surfaces. The
results showed that electrical impedance technique is an alternative method to follow surface preparation
processes.

Introduction
Determination of processing time or the end point through real-time monitoring is effective in saving time
in high-throughput semiconductor processing. In the rinsing steps after wet processing, conventional
method of the end point detection is based on solution conductivity. When the conductivity of solution
measured in the tank reaches that of the incoming deionized (DI) water, the rinse process is considered
complete. Yan et al. developed a sensor called electrochemical residues sensor (ECRS) to study the rinse
process of the narrow and high aspect ratio features and found that its rinsing dynamics are very different
from the once measured by conductivity meter located in the rinse tank [1, 2]. Although the use of ECRS
significantly improves the accuracy of the end point detection, the measurement is based on condition of
solution (conductivity), rather than the wafer surface.
Electrochemical impedance technique can be used to characterize the surface condition. For example,
it has been used as a probe to study growth of silicon oxide in ammonia peroxide mixture (APM) [3]. In
this study, electrochemical impedance technique was applied to follow contamination, cleaning, and rinsing
processes in real time.

Experimental Materials and Methods
Single side polished 4-inch n(100) silicon wafers (phosphorous doped) with a resistivity between 6 and 10
ohm-cm were cut into size of 2 cm x 2 cm samples. Samples were first cleaned by immersing in ammoniaperoxide mixtures (APM) containing 1 part of 29% NH4OH, 1 part of 30% H2O2, and 5 parts of 18 Mohmcm DI water at room temperature for 10 minutes then rinsed thoroughly with DI water. Chemical oxide
formed on silicon sample surfaces in APM was etched in 1% HF solution for 1 minute to obtain oxide-free
and electrochemical active surface. Samples were then thoroughly rinsed by DI water and dried in blowing
high purity nitrogen gas.
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Electrochemical measurements were conducted using a three-electrode set-up. Cleaned silicon samples
with an exposed area of 1cm2 were used as working electrode. The reference and counter electrodes were Pt
disc (5 mm in diameter) and Pt coil (3.6 cm2 in surface area) respectively. All electrodes were held by the
homemade Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) flow cell. A Gamry Series G750 potentiostat was used for all
electrochemical experiments. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements were
conducted by applying a 10 mV AC signal from frequency of 100k to 0.1 Hz. Single frequency EIS
measurements were obtained by measuring the impedance of the system as a function of time at specific
frequency. The electrical contacts of samples to the potentiostat were made through unpolished side (back
side) of silicon samples, a thin layer of GaIn eutectic, and tin coated electrical wire.
The chemical treatments of cleaned silicon samples were conducted in the 100 ml PTFE flow cell
under dark condition as follows. A 100 ml 1% HF solution was filled in the cell and deaerated by high
purity N2 gas for 30 minutes. EIS measurement was then performed to characterize the Si/HF system and
used as the reference of starting condition. Single frequency EIS measurement was then initiated to
measure the impedance of the system during the processes of contamination, DI water rinsing, and HCl
cleaning of silicon samples. Peristaltic pump with a flow rate of 550 ml/min was used to flow DI water and
HCl solution. Cu2+ solution was prepared from CuSO4·5H2O pellet to deposit Ci on Si samples.
Field emission scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM) and inductively coupled plasma mass
spectrometer (ICP-MS) were applied to characterize amount of Cu left on Si samples at different stages of
chemical treatments. The amount of Cu nuclei left on the Si samples were collected by immersing samples
in hydrochloric-peroxide mixtures (HPM) containing 1 part of 37% HCl, 1 part of 30% H2O2, and 5 parts of
DI water at room temperature for 15 minutes and analyzed using (ICP-MS). Because samples had to be
detached from the flow cell for SEM analysis and were used destructively for ICP-MS analysis, samples for
both SEM and ICP-MS analysis were not reused for electrochemical measurements.

Results and Discussion
Monitoring the condition of sample surface or the interface of sample and solution is a more direct
approach compared to bulk solution property in wet processing, including cleaning and rinsing. EIS
measurement can be applied to obtain the charge transfer resistance at the interface of sample and solution
(Rct) by fitting it to an equivalent circuit. Rct reflects the extent of oxidation and reduction reaction
involving transfer of charge at the sample surface, such as deposition of Cu on Si surface in HF solution
containing Cu2+ ions. However, the time required to take an EIS measurement is around 5 minutes which is
about the same compared to typical cleaning or rinsing time. As a result, EIS is not adequate to be used to
monitor sample surfaces in real time during cleaning and rinsing processes.

Fig. 1. Equivalent circuit of silicon sample immersed in solution. Rct is charge transfer resistance between
silicon sample and solution, Cdl is double layer capacitance, and Rs is solution resistance
According to the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 1, the electrical impedance at high frequency consists
of solution resistance (Rs) only, while at low frequency it consists of Rct and Rs. Since Rct and Rs are in
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serial, real part of impedance (Zre) at low frequency is simply summation of Rct and Rs. Due to much larger
of Rct compared to Rs in the systems of interest, Zre is dominated by Rct. Therefore, Zre at low frequency
was monitored and considered to reflect the condition of sample surfaces during the contamination,
cleaning, and rinsing processes.
Fig. 2 shows the single frequency EIS measurement of Zre, measured at 1 Hz, versus time for Si sample
subject to different solution. The Zre of Si sample immersed in deaerated 1 % HF solution was first
recorded for 1 min as a baseline. At time of 1 min, 1 % HF solution containing 1 ppm Cu 2+ was made by
spiking 1 ml Cu2+ solution to deposit copper nuclei on Si sample through electrochemical reactions. The
oxidation and reduction reactions and the overall reaction at the Si surface are showed below
Si oxidation: Si + 6HF ⟶ SiF6 2− + 6H + + 4e−
Cu reduction: 2Cu2+ + 4e− ⟶ 2Cu
Overall: Si + 6HF + 2Cu2+ ⟶ SiF6 2− + 6H + + 2Cu
The Zre starts to decrease upon copper spiking due to copper deposition and reaches a plateau at around
6~7 min. At time of 7 min, when deaerated DI water was pumped through the cell to rinse the Si sample,
Zre initially drops due to switchover of solution and then increases with rinsing time and reaches a plateau
at 12~14 min due to significant increase in resistance to charge transfer reactions. At a time of 14 min,
when the chemical solution pumped into the cell was switched from deaerated DI water to deaerated 1:100
HCl, Zre drops significantly due to dissolution of deposited Cu particles. At 21 min, Si sample was
subjected to second DI water rinse for 7 minutes to remove HCl from the cell and this results in a sharp
increase in Zre. The plateau value of impedance during second DI water rinse is slightly higher than that
during first DI rinse. This is perhaps due to roughness created on silicon surface during deposition of
copper and its removal.

Fig. 2. Single frequency EIS measurements of Si sample subject to different chemical treatments as a
function of time
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To support the conclusions based on the changes in value of Zre during the different steps, SEM images
of the samples at different stages of chemical treatments were taken. Figure 3(a) shows the SEM image of
the Si sample at a time of 2 min. The presence of particles (nuclei) in the size range 50 to 80 nm can be
clearly seen and these were confirmed to be Cu by energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS). Figure
3(b). shows SEM image of a different sample at a treatment time of 20 minutes. The Cu particles are no
longer present but the surface shows craters or pits where copper particles were removed by HCl.
Similarly, ICP-MS was also applied to support the single frequency EIS application. The plateau of Zre
in deaerated HCl cleaning process shown in Fig. 2.was used as the indicator for end point of cleaning. Two
samples subject to chemical treatments at a time of 14 and 28 min, respectively, were immersed in HPM to
dissolve Cu nuclei. The HPM solutions containing Cu ions were then analyzed for Cu concentration using
ICP-MS. Table 1. displays the Cu concentration in the HCl solution used to collect Cu nuclei on different
samples. The Cu concentration reduces significantly from 1.99 ppb to 0.65 ppb after the HCl cleaning and
is very close to the blank (HPM solution without contact with samples). Therefore, it proves almost all Cu
nuclei were removed during HCl cleaning process. Thus it is clear that single frequency impedance signals
can be used for real time monitoring of copper contamination and cleaning..

Fig. 3. FE-SEM images of Si samples (a) at time of 2 min of chemical treatments (b) when the plateau of
Zre was reached during deaerated 1:100 HCl cleaning shown in Fig. 2.

Table. 1. Cu concentration measured by ICP-MS in 50 ml HPM solution used to collect Cu nuclei on Si
samples subject to different chemical treatments
Sample
Before HCl cleaning
After HCl cleaning
(Blank)

Cu concentration (ppb)
1.99
0.65
0.34

Chemical treatment of sample
At time of 14 min
At time of 28 min
-

Note
HPM solution only

Conclusion
The applicability of single frequency electrochemical impedance technique to monitoring n-Si surface
condition was investigated. The results have shown that Zre measured at low frequency can be interpreted to
follow surface preparation processes.
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Understanding and Controlling Electrochemical Effects in Wet Processing
S. Raghavan and C. C. Chiang
Department of Materials Science and Engineering
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Electrochemical techniques have long been used in understanding
and improving the performance of various wet chemical processing
steps such as etching, cleaning, passivation and rinsing used in
integrated circuit (IC) manufacturing. The objective of this paper is
to provide a few examples of how electrochemical techniques can
be used to probe some important areas in wet processing. It is not
intended to be an exhaustive review of techniques and problems
reported in the literature.
Introduction
In the fabrication of current generation integrated circuits, roughly one third of process
steps involve wet chemical processing such as cleaning, etching, polishing and rinsing.
Many of these steps involve contact between conductive materials and aqueous solutions
with various levels of dissolved gases and hence electrochemical phenomena may play a
vital role in controlling the effectiveness of these steps. In some instances, two dissimilar
metallic materials may be in contact while exposed to process solutions, creating galvanic
effects. Because of the distribution in feature size in patterned structures and variation in
contact areas between dissimilar materials (ex. Cu and Ta), the role of electrochemical
effects is accentuated.
Many issues related to wet chemical processing of semiconducting and conductive
materials are typically probed using electrochemical techniques such as DC (direct
current) polarization (Tafel and Linear), EIS (electrochemical impedance spectroscopy),
ZRA (zero current ammeter), and electrochemical AFM methods. The use of
electrochemical quartz crystal microbalance (EQCM) to follow active dissolution and
passivation phenomena in real time has greatly aided in the understanding and
development of inhibitors. Characterization of transient cavitation in megasonic
irradiated solutions using direct current (DC) methods is gaining acceptance. Besides
being used for probing applications, electrochemical techniques are being used in
conjunction with other methods to enhance process steps such as cleaning. For example,
simultaneous use of megasonic and electrochemical effects has recently shown to remove
particles from conductive surfaces (1). Electrically enhanced wetting (aka Electrowetting)
has been suggested for liquid penetration in to narrow, high aspect ratio features (2).
Semiconductor Electrochemistry:
Understanding Copper Contamination of Si in HF Based Solutions
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Etching and contamination of semiconducting materials can be explained and
controlled using the principles of semiconductor electrochemistry. Dopant type, doping
level and illumination can affect charge transfer reactions at the solid/liquid interface.
Some areas that have attracted the most attention are copper contamination of Si from HF
based solutions, silicon etching in alkaline solutions and electrochemical etch stop
phenomenon. The behavior of Si in HF based solutions will be discussed in more detail in
the following pages.
The effect of illumination and dopant type on silicon corrosion in dilute HF (DHF)
and buffered HF (BHF or BOE) is shown in Figure 1. Corrosion of p-silicon measured by
electrochemical polarization technique in BHF with and without 100 ppb Cu, increases
significantly on illumination but corrosion of n-Si under the same conditions is hardly
affected. Copper contamination of HF based solutions increases corrosion of Si. These
effects can be explained using the band theory.

Figure 1. Effect of illumination on the corrosion rate of silicon in dilute and buffered
hydrofluoric acid solutions. Reprinted with permission from the Journal of
Electrochemical Society. (3)
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Figure 2 shows band diagrams for n- and p- Si immersed in DHF or BHF (or BOE)
solutions, with and without copper ions. In DHF solutions, the calculated reduction
potential of hydrogen [EH+/H2] and copper [ECu2+/Cu0] is more negative than Fermi level
in n-Si. This indicates that H+ and Cu2+ reduction is thermodynamically favorable when
n–Si is exposed to DHF solutions. This will trigger an anodic reaction, which is the
dissolution of Si as SiF62-. The net result of these reactions is the local
dissolution/roughening of silicon.
The interfacial oxidation and reduction reactions that occur in copper contaminated
HF solutions along with the overall reaction at the Si surface are as follows:
Si oxidation (anodic reaction):

Si  6 HF  SiF6

Cu ion reduction (cathodic reaction):

 6 H   4e 

2Cu 2  4e   2Cu

Hydrogen ion reduction (cathodic reaction):
Overall reaction:

2

2 H   2e   H 2

Si  6 HF  2Cu 2  SiF6

2

 6 H   2Cu

[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]

Figure 2. Energy levels of silicon bands and electrochemical potentials of reducing
species in dilute and buffered hydrofluoric acid solutions. Reprinted with permission
from the Journal of Electrochemical Society. (3)
The transfer of electrons to hydrogen or cupric ions in solution to reach
electrochemical equilibrium will result in depletion of electrons at the silicon surface and
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upward band bending as shown in Figure 3(a). Consequently, under dark conditions, for
the case of n-Si in HF, the reaction rate for hydrogen or cupric ion reduction would be
lowered. Under illumination, the reaction rates would be enhanced.
The situation for n-type silicon in BHF is different than that in DHF. The Fermi level
of n-type silicon is approximately the same as the redox potential of hydrogen ions,
EH+/H2 (-4.29 eV), and very little or no band bending should occur during silicon/solution
contact (Figure. 3(b)). The concentration of electrons at the surface is large, even without
illumination. A further increase in the carrier concentration due to illumination should
have little effect on reaction rate. These fundamental concepts nicely explain the data in
Figure 1.

Figure 3. Band diagrams for silicon in DHF and BHF solutions. (a) n-Si in dilute HF, (b)
n-Si in buffered HF. Reprinted with permission from the Journal of Electrochemical
Society. (3)
Real-time Monitoring of Copper Contamination and Cleaning Using Impedance
Measurements
Electrochemical impedance technique can be used to follow contamination, cleaning,
and rinsing processes in real time. For example, it has been used as a probe to study
growth of silicon oxide in ammonia peroxide mixture (APM) (4). Single frequency (1 Hz)
impedance technique has been used to monitor contamination of silicon by copper in HF
followed by removal of deposited copper using dilute HCl (5). The low frequency of 1
Hz was selected based on the fact that in conductive HF solutions at low frequencies the
charge transfer resistance will dominate the measured impedance. In this study, the
impedance of the silicon/solution interface was continuously monitored during the
sequential steps of exposure to deaerated (0.5 ppm oxygen) HF for one minute, spiking of
solution with copper ions, displacement of HF with DI water, flow of HCl to remove
deposited copper and final rinsing with DI water. From the measured impedance value,
the real part of impedance Zre was calculated. A plot of Zre versus time is shown in Figure
4.
The Zre starts to decrease upon copper spiking due to copper deposition and reaches a
plateau at around 6~7 min. At time of 7 min, when deaerated DI water was pumped
through the cell to rinse the Si sample, Zre initially drops due to switchover of solution
and then increases with rinsing time and reaches a plateau at 12~14 min due to significant
increase in resistance to charge transfer reactions. At a time of 14 min, when the chemical
solution pumped into the cell was switched from deaerated DI water to deaerated 1:100
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HCl, Zre drops significantly due to dissolution of deposited Cu particles. At 21 min, Si
sample was subjected to second DI water rinse for 7 minutes to remove HCl from the cell
and this results in a sharp increase in Zre. The plateau value of impedance during second
DI water rinse is slightly higher than that during first DI rinse. This is perhaps due to
roughness created on silicon surface during deposition of copper and its removal.
To support the conclusions based on the changes in value of Zre during the different
steps, SEM images of the samples at different stages of chemical treatments were taken.
Figure 5(a) shows the SEM image of the Si sample at a time of 2 min. The presence of
particles (nuclei) in the size range 50 to 80 nm can be clearly seen and these were
confirmed to be Cu by energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS). Figure 5(b). shows
SEM image of a different sample at a treatment time of 20 minutes. The Cu particles are
no longer present but the surface shows craters or pits where copper particles were
removed by HCl. Thus it is clear that single frequency impedance signals can be used for
real time monitoring of copper contamination and cleaning.

Figure 4. Single frequency EIS measurements of Si sample subjected to different
chemical treatments as a function of time.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5. FE-SEM images of Si samples (a) at 2 min of chemical treatment (b) when the
plateau of Zre was reached during deaerated 1:100 HCl cleaning shown in Figure 4.

Probing Electrochemistry of Copper in Dilute HF Using EQCM
In the last decade, dilute HF based (aqueous) solutions with very low (<100 ppb)
oxygen content have attracted great attention for use in BEOL cleaning applications. Low
level of oxygen is required to prevent copper corrosion. Development and successful
implementation of such cleaning formulations requires detailed understanding of the
corrosion/passivation behavior of copper in such solutions. Electrochemical Quartz
Crystal Microbalance (EQCM) based technique has been successfully used to follow
corrosion/passivation of Cu exposed to dilute HF solutions (6). Figure 6 shows the mass
change and current change during the polarization of copper coated QCM crystals in
deaerated 250:1 dilute HF solutions in the potential range of -0.52 to -0.4 V. Three
plateaus in the mass change of the copper film can be seen in this potential range and
these plateaus correspond to specific anodic potentials at which current decreases.
Initially, at a potential of -0.52 V, when the current density increases, the mass decreases
due to dissolution of copper. The mass change then reaches a plateau in the potential
range of -0.51 to -0.49 V where the current also decreases; this is most likely due to the
formation of a passive film on the copper surface. However, the passive film appears to
be unstable when copper is polarized further, as seen from a slight increase of current
value and a corresponding mass decrease, until a potential of about -0.48 V. A plateau
occurs again at a potential of -0.48 V indicating reformation of a passive film. The third
passivation region may be seen in the potential region of -0.44 V to -0.42 V. Investigation
of these types of active-passive phenomena can be very elegantly done using EQCM.
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Figure 6. EQCM plot of copper in 250:1 HF showing current and mass changes as a
function of applied potential under deaerated condition. Reprinted with permission from
the ECS Transactions (6)

Electrochemical Effects in Sound Field
Electrochemical enhancement of megasonic cleaning has been recently reported (7).
This technique, termed as sono-electrochemical technique, can be used for the removal of
particles from conductive surfaces at low megasonic power densities (<1 W/cm2).
Specifically, a conductive surface that is contaminated with particles is polarized
cathodically while being exposed to megasonic field. Cathodic polarization is conducted
at a potential where hydrogen evolution on the surface starts to occur. Hydrogen bubbles
that are of resonant size for the concurrently used megasonic field may be made to
oscillate in the vicinity of the surface, leading to particle removal. In addition to hydrogen
evolution, cathodic polarization would also result in the formation of hydroxide ions near
the metallic surface that could provide some etching of the surface to enhance particle
removal.
The sono-electrochemical technique has been used to clean Ta surfaces contaminated
with silica particles (1). In this study, a cathodic potential of ~1.5 to 2 V (vs Ag/AgCl
electrode) was applied to contaminated Ta surface immersed in DI water or KCl solution
and exposed to 0.93 MHz sound field. The particle removal efficiency (PRE) in the
presence and absence of 0.5 W/cm2 megasonic field at an applied potential of -2.0 V (vs
Ag/AgCl) is shown in Figure 7. The solutions were argon saturated to promote cavitation
in the sound field. As must be evident from the data in this figure, there is a high synergy
between applied megasonic and electric fields, leading to excellent PRE.
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Cleaning of patterned (dielectric-conductive) surfaces, even though not investigated
in this study, is possible using this technique. This is because the resonant bubble radius
at 1 MHz is~ 3 microns and technically this size of bubble can be oscillated over a
surface with small line/space (L/S) structures, even cleaning contaminants on the
dielectric areas.

Figure 7. Effect of interaction og applied potential (−2 V, vs Ag/AgCl) and megasonic
field on PRE, Power density = 0.5W/cm2, Duty cycle = 10%, Ar saturated DI water.
Reprinted with permission from the Journal of ECS Solid State Letters (1)
Characterization of transient cavitation in solutions exposed to sound field has
remained an active area of interest in semiconductor wet processing. Transient cavitation
associated effects in a megasonic field often lead to damage of structures. Type and
amount of dissolved gases greatly affect transient cavitation behavior. High resolution
Cyclic Voltammetry (CV) experiments in megasonic irradiated solutions containing
different types of dissolved gases have yielded valuable information of transient
cavitation phenomena (7). In these experiments, ferricyanide reduction current on a
microelectrode was recorded at a sampling rate of 0.5 MHz and the results are shown in
Figure 8. Megasonic exposure produces current transients in the presence of dissolved Ar
and nitrogen. The number and magnitude of current transients may be observed to
decrease in the order Ar> N2>CO2. In fact, dissolved carbon dioxide is very effective in
suppressing transient cavitation, as may be evident from the absence of current transients.
Particle removal with reduced damage to features has been shown to be possible using
ammoniacal solutions containing dissolved CO2 (8).
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Figure 8. Effect of dissolved gases (CO2, N2 and Ar) in 50 mM K3Fe(CN)6 and 0.1 M
KCl solution on current voltage behavior (1 MHz sound frequency and 2.0 W/cm2 power
density, 25 µm WE, scan rate = 0.05 V/s, data acquisition rate = 20 Hz. Reprinted with
permission from Microelectronic Engineering (7)
Galvanic Corrosion Issues
Galvanic corrosion issues plague many steps in semiconductor manufacturing. Some
examples are corrosion of barrier metals in contact with Cu, tungsten in contact with liner
materials during CMP and post-CMP cleaning and galvanic coupling between polysilicon
and TaN during fabrication of high-κ/metal gate stack structures.
Hydrofluoric acid based solutions are used in the formation of high-κ/metal gate stack
structures using the ‘gate first’ integration scheme. It is very critical to control oxygen
level in dilute HF to avoid galvanic corrosion of polysilicon in contact with a metal gate
material such as TiN or Mo. When Si is coupled to a more noble conductive material (M)
in aerated HF solutions, it is susceptible to suffer galvanic corrosion. Silicon dissolution
is the anodic reaction and oxygen reduction is the cathodic reaction, as shown below.

Si  6 HF  SiF6

2

 6 H  4e 

M
O2  4 H   4e 
2 H 2O

E  anode  1.24V

[5]

Ecathode  1.23V

[6]

If the exchange current density of oxygen reduction on M is high, then the corrosion
rate of silicon would be enhanced on coupling with M. Additionally, the surface area
ratio of the two materials in contact greatly affects the rate of galvanic corrosion of the
less noble metal. A higher cathodic to anodic area ratio would accelerate the corrosion of
anodic material.
Galvanic corrosion issues of relevance to metal gate stack formation have been
investigated by several researchers (9-11). Polysilicon conductivity and dissolved oxygen
content have been found to have a significant effect of corrosion behavior. Doped poly
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suffers uniform corrosion while lightly doped poly gives rise to localized corrosion at
poly/metal interface (9).

Figure 9. Effect of dissolved oxygen concentration in 1:1000 HF solutions on Poly-Si and
TaN couple (area ratio 1:4): Measured galvanic current density as a function of time.
Reprinted with permission from Materials Science in Semiconductor Processing (11)
Since very dilute HF solutions are used in the processing of high-κ/metal gate
patterns, some researchers (11) have focused their study on highly doped polysilicon
(1021/cm3) coupled to TiN in HF solutions (1000:1) with different oxygen content. They
used an oxygen scavenger chemical (dithionite based) to reduce the oxygen level to
below 0.2 ppm. Galvanic corrosion current density measured using the ZRA methods are
shown in Figure 9 as a function of contact time. It is clear that reduction of oxygen level
in very dilute HF solutions mitigates galvanic corrosion tendency of polysilicon.
Cobalt has been actively considered as a barrier material in the formation of copper
interconnects using CMP. In Figure 10, a Pourbaix diagram for Cu is overlaid on a
Pourbaix diagram for Co. These diagrams were drawn for dissolved copper and cobalt
concentration of 10-4 M. Under acidic conditions Co is less noble than Cu and hence is
likely to suffer galvanic corrosion. This poses challenges in carrying out CMP and postCMP cleaning under acidic conditions. At alkaline conditions (pH>10), cobalt
hydroxide/cobalt oxide and copper oxides are thermodynamically more stable than the
respective metals. Using polishing and cleaning formulations at alkaline pH values
galvanic corrosion can be highly suppressed (12, 13). However, under CMP conditions,
due to abrasion of passive oxide layers galvanic corrosion may continue to occur but the
repassivation kinetics of the corroding surface would determine if corrosion is likely to
continue after the cessation of polishing.
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In a study of barrier CMP using hydroxylamine based solutions in conjunction with a
fixed abrasive pad, it was found that the galvanic corrosion of Ta in contact with Cu was
very low in the absence of any contact of the pad but increased significantly during
polishing (14). In a solution at a pH of 6, which is close to the pKa of hydroxylamine, the
galvanic current density was ~500 µA/cm2 but within 10 sec after the polishing was
stopped the current density dropped fifty fold. Formulations that are conducive to rapid
repassivation of surfaces are critical for preventing galvanic corrosion during CMP.

Figure 10. Pourbaix diagram for Cu –water system superimposed on the diagram for the
Co-water system. [Diagrams drawn for dissolved copper/cobalt concentration of 10-4 M.]
Electrochemical Approach to Treatment of Wastes From Semiconductor Operations
The use of electrochemical techniques to treat effluents from semiconductor
processing operations has received only limited attention. An interesting technique that
combines interfacial electrochemistry and colloid chemistry is the Electrocoagulation
(EC)/Electro-Fenton (EF) method to treat wastes from CMP operations that contain low
level of solids (typically less than 0.1%) along with organic compounds and metal ions.
In the EC technique, current applied between a sacrificial anode and a cathode immersed
in the waste stream results in the controlled dissolution of the anode, releasing metal ions.
Depending on the pH of the waste stream, the metal ions can undergo hydrolysis to
different extent, adsorb on to suspended particulates and induce coagulation. Typically,
polyvalent metal electrodes such as aluminum or iron are used to take advantage of the
strong coagulating properties of multivalent ions. At the cathode, hydrogen peroxide
produced through the reduction of oxygen can trigger the formation of strongly oxidizing
hydroxyl radicals through Fenton’s type reactions. The combined effect of
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electrocoagulation and electro-Fenton reactions (EC/EF) is the removal of suspended
solids and organics in the waste stream.
Electrocoagulation is typically effective in clarifying high conductivity suspensions
(1300 μS/cm), producing aggregates several‐fold larger than the primary particle size,
which subsequently sediment from suspension (15). In the case of charge stabilized low
conductivity suspensions, by reducing the level of dissolution of the anode (or using inert
anodes), the particles can be ‘decanted’ without forming large aggregates of particles.
This technique, known as electrodecantation is suitable where recycle and reuse of
particles is desirable (15).
The results of application of EC-EF technique to CMP wastewater from a
semiconductor manufacturing facility in Taiwan (16) is shown in Figure 11. The
treatment efficiency, as determined by lowest turbidity, was obtained when the electric
field was applied to the waste stream at a pH of 9.

Figure 11. Treatment efficiency as a function of pH of wastewater during electric
field exposure. Reprinted with permission from IEEE Transaction in Semiconductor
Manufacturing (16)

Summary
Both DC and AC based electrochemical techniques can be used for probing the
behavior of semiconductor and conductive materials used in IC manufacturing during wet
processing steps. Fundamental information obtained from these techniques can help in
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understanding the role of solution and interfacial chemistry in wet processing as well as
open up new directions for cleaning without damage to features.
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APPENDIX E
PARTICLE DEPOSITION AND REMOVAL OF RELEVANCE TO WET
PROCESSING IN SEMICONDUCTOR MANUFACTURING
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APPENDIX F
PRELIMINARY WORK OF WET ETCHING SILICON IN STACKED STRUCTURE
USED FOR MEMORY DEVICE
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Lateral Etching of Silicon
SYNOPSIS
The objective of this proposal is to develop a COMSOL based model to simulate lateral recession
of poly-Si layers in a stacked contact structure during exposure to TMAH. The schematic below
shows the contact structure before and after poly-Si etching, as disclosed by Micron. The blue
layers represent poly-Si, green layers SiO2 and the black layer is Si substrate. It is well known that
the etch rate of poly-Si by TMAH is a function of concentration and temperature.

Figure 1. Schematics of contact structure

PRELIMINARY WORK:
We have done some preliminary work using COMSOL version 5.0. Figure 2 shows the geometry
of contact structure in COMSOL. The modeled area is 800 nm x 1200 nm and the poly-Si and
oxide layer thicknesses are 150 nm and 50 nm respectively. The contact holes (trenches) are filled
with 20% TMAH for 50 seconds to perform etching of poly-Si. The direction of lateral etching of
poly-Si is shown as blue arrow in figure 2.
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Figure 2. Geometry of contact structure in COMSOL
.
Two physics/modules, Deformed Geometry and Transport of Dilute Species, were selected from
COMSOL library to carry out the simulation.
Deformed Geometry (Moving Boundary) Physics Module
The etching of ploy-Si by TMAH can be presented by the following equation:
𝐄𝐪𝐮𝐚𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧 𝟏:

𝐒𝐢 + 𝟐𝐎𝐇 − + 𝟒𝐇𝟐 𝐎 ⟶ 𝐒𝐢(𝐎𝐇)𝟐

𝟐+

+ 𝟐𝐇𝟐 + 𝟒𝐎𝐇 −

The interface of poly-Si and solution, represented by blue vertical lines (figure 3) is the only
boundary allowed to move. The rate of movement of this interface is the lateral etch rate of polySi surface, represented by the following equation:
Etch rate of poly − Si =

𝐌𝐒𝐢
× 𝐤𝐟 × 𝐂𝐎𝐇 × 𝐂𝐎𝐇
𝟐 ∙ 𝐃𝐒𝐢

In the above equation,
kg
MSi = Molecular weight of Si (
)
mol
kg
DSi = Density of Si ( 3 )
m
m4
kf = Rate constant (
)
mol ∙ s
mol
COH = Concentration of OH − at the interface of poly − Si and solution in liquid phase ( 3 )
m
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Figure 3. Etch rate of poly-Si

Transport of Dilute Species:
Transport of dilute species is selected to determine the spatial distribution of OH- in solution
inside the trench (figure 4.) In this preliminary work, other species involved in the etch reaction,
such as TMA+ and Si(OH)22+, have been ignored. The governing equation of this module is
Nernst Planck’s equation:
𝐍𝐞𝐫𝐧𝐬𝐭 𝐏𝐥𝐚𝐧𝐜𝐤’𝐬 𝐞𝐪𝐮𝐚𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧:
∂Ci
+ ∇ ∙ (−Di ∇Ci ) = R i
∂t
mol
Ci = Concentration of species i ( 3 )
m
t = Time (s)
m2
Di = Diffusivity of species i ( )
s
mol
R i = Reaction rate of species i ( 3 )
m ∙s
The structure is assumed to be covered by a layer of TMAH solution and hence the mouth of the
trenches (top boundaries) were considered as bulk liquid. Therefore, the boundary condition at
these locations is ‘constant concentration’ equal to bulk concentration (figure 5.)
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Figure 4. Governing equations of
trenches

Figure 5. Boundary condition of bulk
liquid

The boundary condition at poly-Si and solution/trench interface is a flux condition representing
the production of hydroxide ions due to etching as represented by production equation 1. (Please
also see figure 6.) Since the etch rate of SiO2 in TMAH is very low, no flux boundary condition
was used for SiO2/solution interface, as shown in figure 7.

Figure 6. Boundary condition of poly-Si
and trench interface

Figure 7. Boundary condition for
boundaries specified in this figure
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Figure 8 shows the results of simulation at the end of 50 seconds of etching at 80 deg. C. The
color code represents the concentration of OH- in the trench. The lateral recession of poly-Si is
roughly 80 nm for all poly-Si in the structure. As may be seen, COH is slightly higher at the
bottom of the trench compared to the top. This is because of 1) OH- production of overall reaction
and 2) longer diffusion path from bottom of trench to bulk liquid. The difference of lateral
recession of poly-Si at the very top and very bottom of the structure is only 2 nm.

Figure8.Simulation Result after an etch time of 50 seconds

In summary, we have developed a COMSOL based model that can handle geometry change due
to wet etch as a function of time. Obviously, this is very preliminary work.
Many Improvements can be made to the model. Some of these are:
1. Simulation when the etched structure is rinsed with DI water. As TMAH is diluted by
rinsing, it can continue to etch the structure, albeit at a lower rate.
2. Take into account the effect of surface charge on OH- distribution around both polySi/solution interface and SiO2/solution interface. Study the effect of mesh size, TMAH
concentration and temperature on poly etch

Appendix
How kf (rate constant) was estimated?
From literature, poly-Si etch rate is 100 nm/min in 20% TMAH at 80 deg. C.
Etch rate in COMSOL is defined as (assume is 2nd order reaction)
MSi
−(
) × kf × COH × COH
2 × DSi
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kg
0.028 (
)
m4
mol
mol
100
m
mol
⟹ −[
× 10−9 ( )
] × kf (
) × 2222 ( 3 ) × 2222 ( 3 ) = −
kg
mol
∙
s
m
m
60
s
2 × 2329 ( 3 )
m
m4
−11
kf = 5.615 × 10
(
)
mol ∙ s
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APPENDIX G
MODELLING INSTRUCTION FOR WET ETCHING SIMULATOR
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1. Double click COMSOL version 5.0 to open COMSOL simulation software
2. Click Model Wizard
3. Click 2D to perform 2-dimentianl simulation
4. Expand Chemical Species Transport by clicking small triangle next to it
5. Click to select Transport of Diluted Species (tds)
6. Click add to add this physic. Then it can been seen in Added physics interface
7. Expand Mathematics > Deformed Mesh by clicking small triangle next to it
8. Click to select Deformed Geometry (dg)
9. Click add to add this physics. Then it can been seen in Added physics interface
10. Click Study (green icon)
11. Select Time Dependent. It will be shown in Added study
12. Click Done

Geometry Creation and Parameters Input
13. In the left window, select Geometry 1
14. In the middle window, change the length unit to nm
15. In the left window, right click Geometry 1 and select Rectangle
16. In the middle window, change Width to 800 nm and Height to 200 nm. This represents the Si
substrate.
17. Click Biuld All Objects located at the top of the middle window. The rectangle will show in
the right window.
18. Repeat step 15 to 17 to create desired structure. Change x and y under Position in the
middle window to control the location of geometry
19. Or right click Geometry 1 and select Import
20. In the middle window, click Browse to select the file
21. Click Import in the middle window. The desired structure will show in the right window
22. In the right window, click the fifth icon (Zoom Extents) to see the whole structure
23. In the left window, under Global right click Definition and select Parameters
24. In the middle window, enter parameters and value as shown in this figure (or you can import
the file by clicking file icon in the middle window)
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Settings of Transport of Diluted Species (tds)
25. In the left window, expand Transport of Diluted Species (tds)
26. Select Transport of Diluted Species (tds)
27. In the middle window, under Domain Selection, change All domain to Manual
28. Remove all selection by clicking icon Clear Selection
29. In the right window, select the areas shown in the figure below by left clicking each geometry.
Domains selected can be seen in Domain Selection

30. In the very top of the left window, click Show and check everything but Equation view
31. In the middle window, expand Advanced Settings. Change Non-conservative form to
Conservative form
32. Expand Dependent Variables. Change c to cOH
33. In the left window, click Transport Properties 1
34. In the middle window, type d(x,TIME) in Model Inputs > Velocity field > x column
35. In the left window, right click Transport of diluted species and click flux
36. Repeat again to create second flux
37. Right click Transport of diluted species and click concentration
38. Select Flux 1.
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39. In the right window, select boundaries as shown below. (poly-Si surface on your right only).
Boundaries selected can be seen in Boundary Selection

40. In the middle window, check Species cOH
41. Type -cOH*xTIME+kf*cOH*cOH in inward flux column
42. elect Flux 2 in the left window.
43. In the right window, select boundaries as shown below. (poly-Si surface on your left only).
Boundaries selected can be seen in Boundary Selection

44. In the middle window, Check Species cOH
45. Type cOH*xTIME+kf*cOH*cOH in inward flux column
46. In the left window, select Concentration.
47. In the right window, select boundaries as shown below (mouth of the trench x 2). Boundaries
selected can be seen in Boundary Selection
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48. In the middle window, check Species cOH under Concentration
49. Type 2222 in Concentration column
50. In the left window, click initial value 1
51. In the middle window, type 2222 in cOH column

Settings of Deformed Geometry (dg)
52. In the left window, expand Deformed Geometry (dg)
53. Select Deformed Geometry (dg)
54. In the middle window, in Domain Selection, change All domain to Manual
55. In the right window, remove the very bottom rectangle (Si substrate) by clicking it
56. In the middle window, change Geometry shape order to 1
57. In the left window, right click Deformed Geometry (dg) and click Free Deformation
58. Right click Deformed Geometry (dg) and click Prescribed Mesh Velocity
59. Right click Deformed Geometry (dg) and click Prescribed Mesh Displacement
60. Click Free Deformation1
61. In the right window, select poly-Si and the trench next to it as shown below. Domains
selected can be seen in Domain Selection
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62. In the left window, click Prescribed Mesh Velocity 1
63. In the right window, select poly-Si surface as shown below. Boundaries selected can be seen
in Boundary Selection

64. In the middle window, change Coordinate system to Boundary System 1 (sy1)
65. Uncheck Prescribed t1 velocity
66. In Prescribed n velocity, type -(MSi/DSi/2)*(kr*cOH*cOH)
67. In the left window, click Prescribed Mesh Displacement 2
68. In the right window, select the boundaries as shown below. Boundaries selected can be seen
in Boundary Selection

69. In the middle window, uncheck Prescribed y displacement
70. In the left window, click Prescribed Mesh Displacement 1
71. In the middle window, uncheck Prescribed x displacement

Mesh Creation and Solver Configuration
72. In the left window, right click Mesh 1
73. Select Free Triangular
74. Expand Study 1
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75. Click Step 1: Time Dependent
76. In the middle window, type range (0,0.1,50) in Study Settings > Times
77. Expand Results while solving and check Plot
78. Under Plot, in the Update at, select Time steps taken by solver
79. In Study Extensions, check Automatic remeshing
80. In the right window, select Study 1
81. In the top of middle window, click Compute. After ~10 seconds, click red X located at bottom
right of the window.
82. In the left window, Study 1 > Solver Configurations > Solution 1 > Time-Dependent
Solver 1 > Automatic Remeshing. Click on Automatic Remeshing
83. In the middle window, change Condition type to General
84. Change Consistent Initialization to On
85. In the left window, Study 1 > Solver Configurations > Solution 1 > Time-Dependent
Solver 1 > Fully Coupled 1. Click on Fully Coupled 1
86. In the middle window, expand Method and Termination. Change Nonlinear method to
automatic (Newton)
87. Change Maximum number of iterations to 100
88. In the left window, click Study 1
89. In the middle window, click Compute
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